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Abstract
The present paper is a linguistic study of āiltifĀt i.e., shift in number
and gender between the fĀĂil (subject) or mubtadaā, (i.e. theme) and
the verb in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn. The paper starts with three
hypotheses: the first is that Shift is only a rhetorical phenomenon;
the second is that Shift in number and gender is a case of subject–
verb “partial agreement”; the third is that minimalist approaches
(Chomsky: 1995) can account for these cases of Shift. To test these
hypotheses, two different cases of Shift in number and one case of
Shift in gender in some QurāĀnic ayahs are studied. The examination
shows that it is determined by word order or adjacency. It is a type
of ‘semantic agreement’ which is determined by semantic factors, i.e.
the context, and the semantic properties of the verb. Instead of being
a type of ‘partial agreement’, Shift is a type of ‘full agreement’ that
takes place between the verb and a semantic referent (SR)–underlying
the surface subject (SS). The underlying semantic referent’s (SR) phi–
features copied onto the verb are different from those of the surface
subject (SS), thus resulting in Shift in number and gender. The study
also shows that minimalist accounts of agreement fail to capture such
aspects of Shift in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn. Instead a new approach
termed the ‘neo–minimalist account’ which is based on minimalism
and takes into account the semantic and syntactic aspects of Shift, is
set up.

1. Introduction
The present paper is divided into three parts: an introduction, an
analysis of cases of Shift in number and gender, and a conclusion. The
introduction is further subdivided into two sections. The first section
of the introduction surveys Shift in Arabic, its various terms, definitions
1
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and its various types. It also reviews old and modern studies of Shift
in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn. Attention is focused on cases of Shift in
number and gender between the fĀĂil (subject) or mubtadaā, (i.e. the
theme) and the verb. The fact that Shift may appear on the surface to
be similar to ‘partial agreement’ requires an investigation of agreement
in Arabic. This leads to the second section of the introduction which
looks into agreement in Arabic with a special focus on studies of ‘partial
agreement’. It reviews studies conducted by both Arab and non–Arab
linguists on ‘partial agreement’ to determine first whether Shift is a
type of ‘partial agreement’; second, which of the syntactic approaches
described in these studies can adequately account for Shift in number
and gender. The second part looks into two cases of fĀĂil or mubtadaā
and verb Shift in number and gender in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn.
Close attention is paid to QurāĀnic ayahs displaying shift in number
and gender. To ensure clarity, each ayah is provided in Arabic followed
by a translation of its meaning into English. The paper finally ends
with a conclusion.

1.1. Shift in Arabic
Early and modern studies of Shift in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn
focus on the origin, definition and function of Shift, though they differ
in their classification of the phenomenon. Early studies started with a
look into the nature of Shift. Literally the term is derived from the verb
Shift that is to shift or direct attention or speaking from one person
to another. The phenomenon has been assigned different Arabic
terms: ĂudĈl (i.e. transition or shift) by al–FarrĀ’ (1955: 33), al-Ďarf (i.e.
diverting) by Ibn Munqidh (1960: 25), and shajĀĂatu al–Ăarabiyyah (i.e.
the valour of Arabic) by Ibn Jinną (1952: 23). Arab rhetoricians used
these terms to refer to the phenomenon in which there is a certain
shift from one stylistic or grammatical pattern to another within
the same sentence. The phenomenon has been used to denote “the
shift that takes place from one meaning to another within the same
sentence” (Ibn al-MuĂtazz 1967: 14), or “the following of a statement
with a separate statement similar to it in meaning but with a shift to
another style” (al–Zarkashą 2004:197). Based on the definition of Shift
as occurring within the same sentence, early rhetoricians identified
only two types of Shift, namely shift in number from single to dual or
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plural or vice–versa; or from one pronoun (first person to second or
third person pronouns, or vice–versa) to another. On the basis of this
definition, early rhetoricians pointed out Shift in number and pronoun
as two different types of Shift. They viewed shift as a rhetorical technique
used especially in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn to fulfill certain rhetorical
purposes, such as “drawing the attention of the listener to a certain
meaning, involving him by making him enjoy what he is listening to”
and “activating his memory” (al–Zarkashą 2004:197).
In approaching Shift, modern Arab rhetoricians as well as non–Arab
grammarians followed in the same line of early Arab rhetoricians in
defining its nature and purpose. They, however, differed in how they
classified it. Like early Arab rhetoricians, modern Arab rhetoricians
considered it a rhetorical technique employed to “draw the attention
of the listener to a certain meaning”, or “to involve him, to make
him enjoy what he is listening to and activate his memory” (Hussein
1984:34; al–ZawbaĂą 1996:88–90; ďabl 1998:55). The term used in the
present paper is the one assigned to it by Ibn al–MuĂtaz (1967:392)
as Shift, since it is the most comprehensive one adopted by early and
modern Arab rhetoricians: (al–Zarkashą (1957), Hussein (1984), FayyĈd
(1992) al-ZawbaĂą (1996) and ďabl (1998)). Unlike early rhetoricians’
narrow classification of Shift, modern rhetoricians’ classification is
broad. The difference lies in the criterion on which each classification
is made. Based on AlZawba’ą’s (1996) definition of Shift as a shift in
the use of one pattern to another within the same sentence or from
one sentence to another, it was proposed that Shift is not only the
shift that occurs between the parts of the same sentence but that it
includes also the shift that occurs between two separate sentences. As
such, it may include “any and all shifts from one pattern to another
without damaging the original meaning or the deep structure of the
first sentence” (ďabl 1998:55). Modern Arab rhetoricians widened the
scope of Shift to include not only shift in number and pronouns but
also to include shift in other grammatical structures such as verb forms
or particles as well. The classification adopted in the present paper
and discussed in detail below is a comprehensive one based on both
old and modern rhetoricians’ classification and distinguishes six types
of Shift. These are shifts in pronouns (person), number, verb forms,
grammatical structures, particles and lexical items, each of which is
discussed below with illustrations from QurāĀnic ayahs.
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The first type of Shift is that of person in pronouns. The shift in
pronoun is used to produce various aesthetic and rhetorical effects,
e.g. warning disbelievers, or encouraging believers to perform good
deeds or to draw people’s attention to something (Hussein 1977:281).
Different subtypes of shift in the use of pronouns are distinguished.
So for instance there is shift from first person plural to second person
singular as in the following ayah:
[٢ ،١ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻜﻮﺛﺮ

*

﴿

Verily, We have granted you (O Muhammad) Al–Kawthar (a River
in Paradise) (SĈrat alKawthar:1–2)1. Therefore turn in prayer to your
Lord and sacrifice (to Him only).
Here the pronoun shifts from the first person plural pronoun –nĀ
in the verb to the second person singular pronoun as indicated in –ka
attached to the noun rabbi–ka. The second subtype is the shift from the
second person to the first person as in the following QurāĀnic ayah:
[٢١ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﻳﻮﻧﺲ

﴿

(Say: “Allah is more swift in planning”. Certainly, Our Messengers
(angels) record all of that which you plot. (SĈrat Yunis: 21) where a shift
occurs from second person singular in the verb qul (you) say to the first
person plural –nĀ in rusula–nĀ, i.e. (Our) Messengers. The purpose of
the shift is to denote the greatness of Allah, the Almighty, the Creator
and that He is All–Knowing in the first part of the QurāĀnic ayah,
as opposed to people’s unawareness and obliviousness of Allah, the
Almighty’s Greatness in the second part of the QurāĀnic ayah (ďabl
1998: 106).
A third subtype is the shift from the third person to the second
person as in the following QurāĀnic ayah from sĈrat al–IsrĀā:
[١ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻹﺳﺮﺍﺀ
1

﴿

The translation used throughont this paper is taken from Al–Hilali and Khan’s
Interpretation of the Meanings of the Noble Qur’an in the English Language (1996).
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Glorified (and Exalted) is He (Allah) [above all that (evil) they
associate with Him) who took His slave (Muhammad) for a journey
by night from al–Masjid al–HarĀm (in Jerusalem), the neighborhood
whereof We have blessed) (SĈrat al–IsrĀā: 1). Here the shift from the
implicit third person singular huwa in the verb asrĀ and hi in Ăabdi–hi, i.e.
slave to the first person plural –nĀ in bĀraknĀ i.e. (We have) blessed draws
attention to the great blessings endowed on al–AqĆĀ Mosque by Allah,
the Almighty (FayĈd 1992:160). Note that in all the above examples
the shift in pronoun is employed to achieve various rhetorical effects,
e.g. creating freshness and variety to renew the reader’s interest and
keep his mind from boredom.
The second type is that of Shift in number. It should be noted
that Hussein (1984: 288) and al–Zarkashą (2004: 198) point out
to the shift in number not as a type of Shift but rather as a type of
ĂudĈl or khurĈj al-kalĀm Ăan muqtaăĀ al–ĉĀhir, (i.e. shift from explicit
and apparent meaning to implicit and hidden meaning). It may be
further subdivided into shift from singular to plural and vice versa,
or singular to dual and vice versa, or dual to plural or vice versa. The
following QurāĀnic ayah shows some examples of this type of Shift.
in this example the shift is from singular samĂ, (i.e. hearing) to plural
noun abĆĀr i.e., eye sights as in
[٤٦ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﻧﻌﺎﻡ

﴿

Say to the disbelievers: Tell me, if Allah took away your hearing and
your sights and sealed up your hearts, is there – an ilĀh (a god) other
than Allah who could restore them to you? See how variously We explain
the Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.), yet
they turn aside.(SĈrat al–AnĂĀm: 46). According to al–Zarkashą, the
shift is due to the fact that samĂ, i.e. hearing is used as a maĆdar, i.e. a
deverbal noun which is never inflected for plural in the Ever–Glorious
QurāĀn, though in non–QurāĀnic Arabic the plural form asmĀĂ may
be found, while abĆĀr i.e. eye sights is considered a concrete countable
noun that can be made plural (al–Zarkashą, 2004: 199). Other exegetes
believe that the shift is semantically based. According to al–ShaĂrĀwą,
people view the same thing differently. That is why eye–sight is a plural
9
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noun. But when it comes to hearing, people can hear the same thing
the same way. That is why hearing is used here as a singular noun
(al–ShaĂrĀwą: 1991 vol.5: 25).
Another example of shift from singular to plural is found in this
QurāĀnic ayah:
[١٦ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺸﻌﺮﺍﺀ

﴿

And go both of you to Fir’aun (Pharaoh) and say: ‘We are the
Messengers of the Lord of the ‘Ālamąn (mankind, jinn, and all that
exists) (SĈrat al–ShuĂarĀā: 16). The above QurāĀnic ayah shows a shift
from the dual –Ā in āątiyĀ go (both of you), qulĀ. say (both of you) and
innĀ(both) of us to singular pronoun in rasĈl i.e. the Messenger, as a
single individual. Shift from plural to dual is found in the following
QurāĀnic ayah:
]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ

﴾

﴿

[١١ :ﻓﺼﻠﺖ

Then He rose over towards the heaven when it was smoke, and said
to it and to the earth: “Come both of you willingly or unwillingly”.
They both said: “We come willingly” (SĈrat FuĆĆilat). Here there is a
shift from the dual pronoun –Ā attached to the verbs āitiy–Ā i.e. (the
two) came, and qĀlatĀ that is, (the two) said to the masculine plural
in TĀāiĂin i.e. (they) came obediently, or willingly. In this verse, shift to
plurality gives the impression that both heaven and earth are midful,
animate creatures thus setting them in contrast with the idleness
and mindlessness of the unbelievers in the first part of the QurāĀnic
ayah. Like Shift in pronoun, Shift in number abounds with rhetorical
meanings.
The third type is that of Shift in verb forms. It should be noted that
this type was not considered a type of Shift. It was both al–ZawbaĂi (1996)
and Tabl (1998) who had included it as a subtype of Shift. Examples
of this type of Shift are found in the shift from the augmented form of
the verb nazzala, i.e. (He) sent down to anzala i.e. to make something drop
in the following ayah:
[٣ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺁﻝ ﻋﻤﺮﺍﻥ

﴿
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It is He Who has sent down the Book (the QurāĀn) to you
(Muhammad  )ﷺwith truth, confirming what came before it. And
he sent down the Taurat (Torah) and the Injiil the (Gospel) (SĈrat
Āl–ĂImrĀn: 3).
The shift in this ayah from the augmented perfect form of the
verb nazzala, i.e. He sent down in the context of revelation of the Ever–
Glorious QurāĀn for Prophet Muhammad to the perfect form of the
verb anzala i.e. (He) sent down, in the context of the revelation of the
Torah and the Bible to Prophets MusĀ and ĂčsĀ, respectively, is related
to the form of the verb. Since the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn was revealed
in parts over a span of twenty three years. This is denoted by the
augmented form of the verb. The Torah and the Bible, on the other
hand were both revealed as whole texts as denoted by the use of the
regular form of the verb (Tabl 1998: 56). Like Shift in number, Shift in
verb form is also semantically based (Tabl 1998: 67).
In addition to Shift in verb forms, rhetoricians (Hussein: 1984;
Tabl 1998) distinguished another subtype which is shift in the tense of
the verb. This involves a shift from the perfect (past) to the imperfect
(present) as in the following QurāĀnic ayah:
[٦٥ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺤﺞ

﴿

See you not that Allah has subjected to you (mankind) all that is on
the earth, and the ships that sail through the sea by his Command?
Verily, Allah is, for mankind, full of kindness, Most Merciful. (SĈrat
Al–Čajj: 65) Here is a case of shift from the perfect in sakhkhara, i.e. to
harness or to subject to the imperfect verb yumisuku i.e. to withhold denotes
a shift from something that has actually happened to something that
repeatedly happens (Tabl 1998: 79).
Another case is the use of perfect to express an action or event that
will take place in the future as in the following ayah:
]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ

﴾

﴿

[٨٧ :ﺍﻟﻨﻤﻞ
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And (remember) the Day on which the Trumpet will be blown –
and all who are in the heavens and all who are on the earth, will be
terrified except him whom Allah will (exempt). And all shall come to
Him, humbled.
In this ayah the perfect form faziĂa to be terrified is used instead of the
imperfect to allow listeners and readers to picture what happens in the
future. The purpose is to produce a rhetorical effect emphasizing that
such a feeling will definitely be felt in the future (Hussein 1984:288).
Examples of the opposite, that is, QurāĀnic ayahs using the future to
express an event in the past are also found. An example is found in
ayah 102 of sĈrat al–ĎĀffĀt:

[١٠٢ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺼﺎﻓﺎﺕ

﴿

And, when he (his son) was old enough to walk with him, he said:
O my son! I have seen in a dream that I am slaughtering you (offering
you in sacrifice to Allah). So look what you think! He said: “O my
father! Do that which you are commanded, InshĀā Allah (if Allah wills),
you shall find me of aĆ–ĎĀbirąn (the patient)”. The tense used to speak
about the vision which obviously took place prior to the father, prophet
IbrĀhąm, speaking to the son is the imperfect ?arĀ that is, (I) see or view
not the perfect raāaytu, i.e (I) saw. The imperfect here denotes that
the vision is still clear and present in the mind of the speaker Prophet
IbrĀhąm (Hussein 1984: 290). This type of Shift is also employed to
show how vivid the vision is in the mind of the speaker.
The fourth type is Shift in grammatical structures, that is, the shift
from the use of one grammatical category to another. An example is
found in the following ayah:

﴾

﴿
[١٣٤ :]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺁﻝ ﻋﻤﺮﺍﻥ

Those who spend (in Allah’s Cause) in prosperity and in adversity,
who repress anger, and who pardon men; verily, Allah loves al–
MuĄsinĈn (the good doers) (SĈrat AlĂImrĀn: 134). The ayah involves a
shift from the use of a verb yunfiqĈn, i.e. to spend, to present participle
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kĀĉmąn, i.e. (those) repressing their anger and ĂĀfąn, i.e. (to those) who pardon
others to single them out as two of the most outstanding qualities in
people (Tabl 1998: 86).
Other subtypes of Shift in grammatical structure involve a shift from
the passive to the active as in the following ayah:
[١٠ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺠﻦ

﴿

And we know not whether evil is intended for those on earth, or
whether their Lord intends for them a Right Path (Surat al–Jinn: 10).
In this ayah evil is brought on earth by Allah, the Almighty as a form
of punishment. Out of politeness to Allah the agent is not mentioned
explicitly. Instead the passive form of the verb urąda, i.e. to be intended
is used to indicate that evil is brought on earth by an agent that is
not explicitly mentioned in the ayah. In other words, the shift from
the passive in the first part of the ayah urida, i.e. to be intended to
the active form of the verb arĀda, i.e. (He) willed, (He) wanted, in the
second part of the ayah fulfills the function of politeness. Another
manifestation of this type of Shift is found in declension. For instance,
in the following ayah:

﴿

[١٦٢ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﺴﺎﺀ

But those among them who are well–grounded in knowledge, and
the believers, believe in what has been sent down to you Muhammad
( )ﷺand what was sent down before you; and those who perform aĆ–
ĎalĀt, and give ZakĀt and believe in Allah and in the Last Day, it is
they to whom We shall give a great reward. Note that al–muqimąn,
i.e. those who perform (prayers), is in the accusative case as indicated by
the accusative case –ąn though it is in coordination with the former
noun al–muāmin–Ĉn, i.e. the believers, which is in the nominative case
as denoted by –Ĉn. The fact that this noun is in the accusative case
unlike the other nouns in the rest of the ayah is an indication that it is
separated from the first part of the ayah. The purpose is to emphasize
its signiticonce and that is why it has been made to stand out from the
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rest (Tabl 1998:154). Such a significance1 has been denoted by Shift
in declension.
The fifth type is Shift in the use of particles. An example is found in
the shift from one conditional to another as in QurāĀnic ayah (28) of
SĈrat Al–MĀāidah:
[٢٨ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻤﺎﺋﺪﺓ

﴿

If you stretch your hand against me to kill me, I shall never stretch
my hand against you to kill you: for I fear Allah, the Lord of the Ċlamąn
(mankind, jinn, and all that exists). The QurāĀnic ayah involves a shift
from the conditional liāan i.e. if to the negative particle mĀ i.e. never.
This Shift marks a shift from a statement of conditional verbal sentence
to a nominal sentence negated with mĀ to emphasize the negation
(al–Zawbaāą 1996:159).
The last type of Shift is that of shift in lexical items. Though it
was not included within Shift by early rhetoricians, it was considered
as a separate type of Shift by Tabl (1998:159). It is defined as a shift
from the use of one lexical item to another which has the same basic
meaning but differs from it in its connotations (1998:159). Examples
include ayah 14 of Surat al–āAnkabĈt:

﴾

﴿

[١٤ :]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻌﻨﻜﺒﻮﺕ

And indeed We sent Nuh (Noah) to his people, and he stayed
among them a thousand years less fifty years (inviting them to believe
in the Oneness of Allah, and discard the false gods and other deities);
and the Deluge overtook them while they were đĀlimĈn (wrongdoers,
polytheists, disbelievers). The ayah involves a shift from the use of the
lexical item sanah i.e. year to āĀm, i.e. a year which is similar to it in its
basic denotation of a calendar year consisting of twelve months but
differs from it in its contextual meaning. The former is used in the
1

According to Hasan (1984:405), al–ďabarą (1985: 20) and al–Qaysą (1985:22), and
al–RajĄą (1986: 76) using a different case, the accusative case, Allah, the Almighty,
sets apart and commends those who perform prayers, so as to encourage people
to follow suit and perform prayers regularly.
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context of drought and poverty, whereas the latter is associated with
the context of productivity and welfare1 (Tabl 1998:160).
The above section was an exploration of Shift in the Ever–Glorious
QurāĀn. It revealed a difference and a similarity between old and recent
studies of Shift. The difference between the two types of study is in their
classification of Shift sub-classifications. Early studies identified Shift as
being only in two specific grammatical categories, namely: pronoun
and number occurring within the same sentence. Recent studies by
Hussein (1984), Abdel Haleem (1992), FayĈd (1992), al–Zawbaāą (1996)
and Tabl (1998), on the other hand adopted a broader definition of
Shift as being from one of six grammatical patterns to another within
or between several sentences. On the basis of such a definition a six–
type classification of Shift comprising shift in: pronoun, number, verb,
grammatical, structure, particle and lexicon, was set up. The similarity
between aearly and recent studies lies in their approach. Both types
of study view Shift as a unique stylistic feature of the Ever–Glorious
QurāĀn which is used to produce certain rhetorical and semantic
effects. It was therefore studied only within rhetoric and semantics,
but not within syntax. Though Shift in number and gender2 appear
to be similar to Ăadam al–mućĀbaqah, i.e. ‘partial agreement’ in number
and gender, none of the former was studied in grammar. Hence, the
need for an investigation of this type of Shift in relation to agreement
in Arabic. The second section of the introduction is a survey of studies
on agreement in Arabic.
1

A similar distinction in meaning is found in ayah 49 of SĈrat YĈsuf:
[٤٩ :﴾ ]ﻳﻮﺳﻒ

﴿

Then thereafter will come a year in which people will have abundant rain and
in which they will press (wine and oil). In the context of this ayah which denotes
productivity and welfare, the lexical item Ām is used.
2

It should be noted that shift in gender has not been classified by early and
modern linguists as a separate grammatical category of Shift as illustrated in the
introduction. It is regarded as part of Shift in pronoun where it may involve a shift
from singular masculine or feminine to dual masculine or feminine, etc. In order
to fulfill the purpose of the present paper which looks into Shift in relation to
‘partial agreement’ in both number and gender, it has been included as a separate
type of Shift.
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1.2. ĀlmućĀbaqah1 i.e. Agreement in Arabic:
Arabic is a language characterized by rich agreement. Classical
Arabic displays a detailed system of agreement in person, number,
gender and case between different grammatical categories, e.g. nouns
pronouns, nouns adjective adjectives, verbs, ĄĀl i.e. adverb and ĆĀĄib
al ĄĀl, i.e. adverb antecedent. However, exceptional cases where for
instance, the fĀĂil subject verb or noun adjective do not display full
agreement are also found. These cases have been referred to as cases
of Ăadam al–mućĀbaqah or ‘partial agreement’2. For the limited scope
of the present paper, discussion will focus only on cases of ‘partial
agreement’ in number and gender between the fĀĂil3 and verb in VS
order and the mubtadaā (i.e. theme) or preverbal noun phrase and its verbal
predicate in SV order.
The grammatical phenomenon of agreement and ‘partial
agreement’ has caught the attention of both Arab and non–Arab
grammarians resulting in an abundance of studies. Studies carried
1

It should be noted that the Arabic term al–mućĀbaqah does not have an exact
equivalent in English. For the Arabic term denotes full agreement between
two grammatical categories in person, number, gender and case. Similar full
agreement or even concordance does not exist in English. The terms agreement
and concordance in English may denote agreement in number but not in gender or
case or person because English is losing a lot of its gender affixation. Because of
the lack of an exact equivalent, the term agreement, therefore, is used throughout
the paper as the nearest possible equivalent of the Arabic term.

2

The term ‘partial agreement’ is placed between two inverted commas throughout
the paper till section 2.2. of the second part of the paper. This is due to the fact
that the paper investigates whether the concept denoted by the term exists in
the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn so as to determine whether or not Shift in number and
gender are cases of ‘partial agreement’.

3

A note regarding the terminology used to designate the noun or noun phrase
NP preceding the verb and the one occurring in a postverbal position is in order.
Arab grammarians refer to the former as mubtada?,that is, theme with a verbal
predicate which should agree with it in gender and number. The latter is referred
to as subject whose verb does not agree with it in number in some Arabic dialects.
Some modern Arab syntacticians do not make such a distinction and consider both
as subject. Others make such a distinction and use it to explain cases of ‘partial
agreement in number’. In the present paper, the term mubtadaā or theme is used
to refer to preverbal noun phrase, that is, the noun phrase preceding the verb,
whereas the term fĀĂilsubject is used to refer to the postverbal noun phrase or
noun phrase occurring after the verb.
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out on agreement may be divided into three groups. The first group
includes traditional studies of subject and verb agreement in Arabic
by both Arab and non–Arab grammarians. The second group includes
studies conducted by Arab and non–Arab syntaticians into subject
and verb agreement within minimalism; and the third group includes
studies that adopt either a semantic or pragmatic approach to subject
and verb agreement in Arabic, each of which is discussed below.

1.2.1. Traditional Studies of Agreement in Arabic:
The term traditional studies of al–mućĀbaqah is used to refer to
those studies conducted by foreign and Arab traditional grammarians
who did not adopt a particular syntactic framework in approaching
this topic. It has been rightly noted by al–SĀmarrĀāą (2005) that though
this grammatical phenomenon has been studied extensively by early
and modern Arab grammarians, no definition has been provided
for it. Literally speaking, al–mućĀbaqah means similarity and equality
between objects. Linguistically speaking it refers to similarity and
equality between grammatical categories in certain grammatical
features such as in declension, case, definiteness, gender and person
(al–SĀmarrĀāą 2005:13). In such a grammatical phenomenon, a member
of a grammatical category such as a fĀĂil (subject) copies its number
and gender features onto another member, e.g. the verb. The copying
process is demonstrated in the cliticisation of morphemes showing
agreement between the verb and the subject in gender and number.
Agreement between subject and the verb in Arabic is debatable and
displays two different patterns: the first is of full agreement, that
is agreement in number and gender, and the second is of ‘partial
agreement’ in which the verb displays agreement in gender only but
not in number. Both patterns of agreement are explained below.
The first pattern of subject–verb agreement is that of full agreement.
Early Arab grammarians (as indicated by Hasan (1981:453–458)
and al–RĀjhą (1986:186–187) point out that full agreement between
the noun phrase and the verb depends on word order. So that cases
where the overt noun phrase precedes the verb full agreement or
what Badawą refers to as “regular agreement” (2004:309) between the
mubtadaā (theme) and the verb, obtains. This is demonstrator in the
following sentences:
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jĀāa

the boy, 3rd.person–masc.sing came 3rd.person–masc.sing.
2. al–fatĀtu

jĀāat

the girl 3rd.person.sing.fem. came 3rd.person.sing.fem.
3. al–walad–Ān

jĀāĀ

the (two) boys 3rd.person–dual–masc. came3rd.person–masc.–dual.
4. al-fatĀ–tĀn

jĀāatĀ

the (two) girls 3rd.person dual–fem. came–3rd.person–dual–fem.
5. al–āawlĀdu

jĀāĈ

the boys 3rd.person.broken plural–masc. came–3rd.person–plural–masc.
6. al–fatayĀtu

jiāna

the girls–3rd.person–plural–fem. came–3rd.person– plural–fem.
In all these examples full agreement obtains between the theme
and the verb in number and gender. In (1) the verb has an implicit
3rd.person singular pronoun huwa (he) that agrees with the 3rd.
person singular noun al–waladu, the boy. In (2), a 3rd.person singular
feminine pronoun –at is suffixed to the verb to agree with the 3rd.
person singular feminine subject al-fatĀtu i.e. (the girl) in number and
gender. In (3), the 3rd.person dual masculine pronoun –Ā is suffixed
to the verb to agree with the dual masculine noun al-waladĀn i.e.(the
two) boys. In (4), the dual feminine pronoun –Ā is suffixed to the verb
to agree with the noun fatĀ–tĀn indicating dual feminine suffixed to
the noun al-fatĀtĀn i.e.(the two) girls. In (5), the third person broken
plural masculine suffixed to both the noun al–awlĀdu i.e. the boys and
the verb jĀāĈ i.e. came–(they) indicates full agreement between them.
In number (6), the verb is suffixed with –na the third person feminine
plural pronoun to show agreement with the feminine plural subject
al–fatayĀtu i.e. the girls.
Arab grammarians point to different semantic and grammatical
factors to explain why full agreement is obligatory in these cases.
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First, unless the verb has a pronominal suffix that agrees with the
subject in number and gender, the sentence would be incoherent.
For if the sentence contains several noun phrases it will not be clear
which theme or preverbal subject is in agreement with the verb. In
this case agreement between the verbal clause and theme in number
and gender indicates which noun or noun phrase the verb agrees with.
Second, grammarians have pointed out that, in cases where the noun
or noun phrase occurs initially in the sentence, it may be followed by
a verbal clause. Such a clause must consist of a verb and a noun which
is a pronominal subject suffixed to the verb that refers anaphorically
to the theme and agrees with it in number and gender. In this case the
pronominal suffixation showing agreement is obligatory so as not to
create an ungrammatical or incoherent sentence (Hassan 1981:458;
al–RĀjhą 1986:186–187).
The second pattern is that of ‘partial agreement’. This is the case
referred to by Arab and non–Arab grammarians as Ăadam al–mućĀbaqah,
i.e. literally absence of agreement or zero agreement1 (Hassan 1981; and
al–RĀjhą 1986). This type of agreement obtains when the verb precedes
its subject. In this case the verb and the subject agree in gender but not
in number, that is why it is referred to as ‘partial agreement’; though
other grammarians point to other cases where even gender agreement
between the verb and its post–verbal subject does not obtain– as will be
seen in some QurāĀnic ayahs in 2.2. Therefore two subtypes of ‘partial
agreement’ are identified. The first is that of ‘partial agreement’ in
gender and the second is in number, both of which are discussed
below.
The first subtype of ‘partial agreement’ is that of gender. According
to Arab traditional grammarians, the verb agrees with its subject in
gender whether it occurs in pre– or post–verbal position (Hassan 1981:
458; al–RĀjhą 1986: 188). However, there are cases where the verb does
not agree with its subject in gender. Arab traditional grammarians
1

A distinction is made here between the terms absence of agreement and
disagreement. The former is used to refer to cases where no grammatical relations
exist to force two grammatical categories to show agreement in person, number
or gender; whereas the latter is used in the present paper to denote cases where
grammatical relations exist yet no agreement takes place between the two
grammatical categories, such as subject and verb (Chomsky 1995:23).
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set down certain syntactic conditions under which no agreement in
gender between verb and its subject obtains. The first case, is when the
subject is a real feminine noun phrase which is separated from its verb
by a pronoun as in the following QurāĀnic ayah:
[١٢ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻤﻤﺘﺤﻨﺔ

﴿

O Prophet when believing women come to you (Surat al–
MumtaĄanah: 12) where the verb jĀāak i.e. (came to you) is not inflected
for the feminine gender pronoun –jĀāatka to agree with the feminine
plural subject al-muāminĀt (the female believers) because the verb is
separated from its subject with the pronoun –ka.
The second case is related to the type of the noun with which the
verb agrees. When the subject is a real feminine noun or noun phrase
which is immediately adjacent to the verb and refers to a whole genre
rather than to a specific individual then agreement in gender may
or may not obtain. Consider the following example: niĂma al–umm
(blessed.3rd.per.sing.masc. (be) (she) mother) and niĂm–at al–umm
(blessed.3rd.pers.sing.fem), where in the first case the verb may or
may not refer to a particular mother, thus gender agreement may or
may not obtain, while in the second example, where the noun refers
to a particular mother, the verb shows gender marking to agree with
the subject.
The third, fourth and fifth cases are related to the morphology of
the noun with which the verb agrees. Agreement in gender may or
may not obtain when the subject a broken plural, jamĂ taksąr, feminine
or masculine which has a singular masculine animate noun from its
root. In this case, the verb may either be suffixed for plural masculine
or singular feminine as in the following example: jĀā al–rijĀlu (came–
3rd.person masc.sing. the men–3rd.pers.masc.plural) and jĀāat al–
rijĀlu (came–3rd.pers.fem.sing. the men–3rd.person plural masculine)
(Hassan 1981: vol.1:264). In this case, the subject is a broken plural
masculine al–rijĀlu (the men) which has a singular noun from its own
root rajul a man, so the verb may or may not be suffixed for gender
to agree with it. Arab grammarians give a syntactic and a semantic
account of this specific case of ‘partial agreement’ in gender. They
point out that absence or presence of gender marking on the verb
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is due to the fact that the verb in this case is in agreement with one
of two implicit annexed to nouns jamĂ (3rs.person.singular masculine
noun group) or jamĀĂah (3rd.person singular feminine noun group–
feminine suffix). Absence of the gender marker means that the verb
agrees with the former annexed to noun. In this case, the underlying
structure would be jĀāa (jamĂ) al–rijĀlu, i.e. came (group–3rd.pers.
masc.sing. of) men, where both the annexed to noun and the verb
show no gender marking; while the presence of the gender marker
means that the verb is in agreement with the second annexed to noun
and the underlying structure in this case would be jĀāat (jamĀĂat–u)
al–rijĀli, i.e. came (group–3rd.pers.fem.sing.) (of) men, where both the
annexed to noun and the verb show the gender suffixation –at. Such
an account is an indication that Arab traditional grammarians have
taken into account semantic information in approaching the question
of agreement in Arabic.
The fourth case is a morphological case. When the subject is a
plural inanimate noun which has a singular masculine inanimate noun
from its own root, the verb may not agree with it in gender1. So for
example in a sentence where the subject is a plural inanimate noun like
kutub books, it is preferable for the verb to be suffixed for a singular
feminine noun as in al–kutub ăĀĂat, (The books (were) lost–3rd.person
singular feminine) as indicated by the third person singular feminine
–at suffixed to the verb instead of a third person plural feminine
pronoun –na as in al–kutub ăiĂna (The books (were) lost–3rd.person
plural feminine). However, there is a semantic aspect to this case of
‘partial agreement’. For if the broken plural denotes a small group of
1

This is only true for inanimate broken plurals. Evidence to this is found in the
ayah (36) of Surat at–Tawbah:
[٣٦ :﴾ ]ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺑﺔ

﴿

Verily, the number of months with Allah is twelve months (in a year), so was it
ordained by Allah on the day when He created the heavens and the earth; of them
four are sacred (i.e. the 1st, the 7th, the 11th, and the 12th months of the Islamic
calendar). That is the right religion, so wrong not yourselves therein. In this ayah
the inanimate noun shahran is referred to once as singular feminine as indicated
by the –hĀ in minhĀ and second as 3rd.pers.plural.feminine indicated by the suffix
–hunna in fihinna.
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nouns, then the verb is suffixed for plural feminine as in the following
example: qaăaytu fil qĀhirah ayyĀman khalawna ((I) spent in Cairo a few
days (that have) passed–3rd.person plural feminine) where the verb is
suffixed with a plural feminine pronoun –na to denote that the speaker
had spent a few days. Whereas the sentence qaăaytu fil qĀhirah ayyĀman
khalat. (I spent in Cairo several days (that have) passed–3rd.person
singular feminine) suffix –at to denote that the speaker spent several
days in Cairo (Hassan 1981: 265). ‘Partial agreement’ between the verb
and the subject in gender is not determined solely by morphological
factors, but by semantic factors as well.
The fifth case of verb–subject ‘partial agreement’ in gender is
similarly due to morphological factors. This is the case when the
subject is a plural collective noun that has no singular form of its
root, e.g. rakb (caravan), or raĄl (saddle bags), qawm (tribe or group
of people), or jamĀĂah (group). In this case, it is possible to say al–rakb
sĀfarĈ (the caravan traveled–3rd.person plural masculine or) al–rakb
sĀfara (the caravan traveled–3rd.person singular masculine) (Hassan
1981: v.2.: 76–81). ‘Partial agreement’ between the verb and post–
verbal noun or noun phrase subject in gender is not determined solely
by morphological factors, but by semantic factors as in the third and
fourth cases above.
Modern non–Arab linguists, e.g. (Holes (1995) and Brustad (2000)
view this type of ‘partial agreement’ as pragmatically rather than
syntactically based. According to Holes, this type of agreement “varies
according to the speaker’s perception of the individuated versus
generic, collective reference of the noun. So the more individuated,
particularized and countable the reference, the more likely the noun is
to require strict (i.e. full agreement) (Holes 1995:166). Holes explains
that where reference is to a countable noun or otherwise previously
specified group of individuals strict agreement with masculine plural
obtains. But where the noun and the other collective nouns denote
human groups or “people in general”, the verb has ‘deflected’
agreement (ibid.).
Brustad (2000) refers to this type of agreement as “agreement
neutralization”. By this, she meant “the absence of gender (feminine)
or number (plural) grammatical agreement marking on verbs and
adjectives whose subjects or head nouns are feminine or plural”
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(Brustad 2000: 62). Pragmatically speaking, cases where the verb
takes singular feminine ending are cases in which the “subject is often
indefinite, non–specific, or non–human”, whereas cases in which the
subject is “individuated”, that is, “the reference is to a particular or
a specific group, the verb takes masculine plural suffixation” (ibid.).
The question of whether such grammatical or pragmatic explanations
can adequately account for cases of Shift in number in QurāĀnic ayahs
shall be discussed in the second part of the present paper. It can be
concluded then that Arab grammarians adopted an approach that is
partly syntactic partly semantic in accounting for the issue of ‘partial
agreement’ in gender between the subject and the verb.
The second subtype of ‘partial agreement’ is that of verb–subject
‘partial agreement’ in number. Arab grammarians agreed that this
type of ‘partial agreement’ obtains when the verb precedes its subject.
Though it has been pointed out above that while cases where verb
and postverbal nouns agree in number are common and found in
the Ever–Glorious Qur’Ān, some grammarians deny their existence1.
Both (1981: 76–81) and (1986:200) rightly point out that some Arabic
1

It should be noted that this case of ‘partial agreement’ in number between the
verb and its post–verbal subject is controversial. While it is lacking in some
modern Arabic dialects, it has been found to exist in other Arabic dialects (e.g,
in Alexandrian dialect in Egypt e.g. nurĈhĈ iĄnĀ wil ĂiyĀl (go–1st.pers.plural we
and the kids go where the preceding verb nurĈhĈ is affixed with the plural prefix
nu– to agree with its plural subject iĄnĀ wil ĂiyĀl. It is also found in some ayahs as
in ayah 3 of Surat al–AnbiyĀ:
[٣ :﴾ ]ﺍﻷﻧﺒﻴﺎﺀ

﴿

Those who do wrong, conceal their private counsels
and in ayah 71 of Surat al–MĀ?idah:
[٧١ :﴾ ]ﺍﳌﺎﺋﺪﺓ

﴿

Yet again many of them became blind and deaf. In these ayahs, the verbs asarrĈ.
(conceal) in the first ayah, and ĂamĈ wa-ĆammĈ. (became blind and deaf) in the second
ayah precede the plural subject alladhąna. (they) in the first ayah and kathąrun (many)
in the second ayah,and yet full agreement obtains as indicated by the 3rd.person
plural suffix –Ĉ attached to the verbs. Hasan (1981), al-RĀjhą (1986) and Tabl
(1998) used the above QurāĀnic ayahs as evidence that verb and post–verbal subject
agreement in number is the default situation and that the opposite, that is, cases
where number agreement does not obtain between the verb and the post–verbal
subject are incorrect even though they are common in most Arabic dialects
=
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dialects deny the existence of full agreement in number between a
post verbal subject and its verb, though neither give a full syntactic
account to explain why.
Non–Arab grammarians also provide a pragmatic account of verb
and subject ‘partial agreement’ in number. Holes (1995: 487) first
distinguishes between “event–oriented” i.e. verb–first sentences and
“entity–oriented” or subject–first sentence types in terms of how
verb–subject agreement in number works. He goes on to explain that
“event–oriented” sentences where the verb shows no agreement in
number with its subject, “the absence of number marking” is the result
of the “event” rather than the “entity” being the focus of attention.
As such the verb is in a “morphologically simple form” because “the
nouns are obligatorily marked as such if they are dual or plural, and
the principle of word order already stated obviates any potential
ambiguity concerning which of the following nouns are subject.” (ibid.
:213). Note that Holes (1995) is giving a pragmatic account based on
grammatical information of word order to explain this type of ‘partial
agreement’. However, he does not give a full syntactic account for it.
This line of argument which bases ‘partial agreement’ in number
between verb and subject on word order continues in studies by
comtemporary Arab grammarians. Like early Arab grammarians,
Mahfoudhi (2002) simply points out that agreement in Classical
Arabic is related to word order. He argues that full agreement does not
take place in VS order because “the verb is pronounced first and the
noun has the number feature that the verb lacks and which clarifies
any ambiguity in the sentence”. However, in SV order “agreement is
important, because the absence of agreement after uttering the subject
will very likely lead to a problem of processing” (Mahfoudhi 2002:
24). In other words, without such agreement it will not be clear which
subject the verb agrees with. This in its turn will be confusing for the
reader. According to Abdel HĀfiz (2005), the problem with Mahfoudhi’s
account (2002) is that it does not transfer to other Arabic dialects such
as Tunisian Arabic. In Tunisian Arabic the verb agrees with the subject
= nowadays. Recent Arab syntacticians ((Mohammad 1989; Bahloul and Harbert
1992 & 2002; Benmamoun 2000; Benmamoun Lorimor 2006), have not accepted
this and use examples from current Arabic dialects to argue against verb and post–
verbal subject agreement in number.
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whether it occurs in preverbal or post–verbal positions; a fact which
Mahfoudhi’s (2002) account fails to explain (Abdel HĀfiz 2005: 113).
Another final account of ‘partial agreement’ in number that which
is based on syntactic grounds of sentence structure and borrows from
Arabic traditional grammarians’ concepts of word order is provided
by Abdel HĀfiz’s theory of ‘topicalization’ (2005). He first notes that
there are two different word orders in Arabic: VS and SV, which are
based on whether the subject in the SV is a fĀĂil (subject) that is, it
occurs in a post–verbal position or is a mubtadaā (a theme) occurring in
a preverbal position. He then goes on to explain full agreement in SV
and VS order in the light of such word order. Contrary to traditional
grammarians, the preverbal noun/noun phrase in the SV is not a
theme but rather a subject because indefinite nouns cannot occur in
such a position–though they may do in certain cases. So while the
sentence al–mudarrisu kharaja. (the teacher left), in which the definite
noun is a dislocated theme, is grammatical while the second sentence
muddarrisun kharaja ((a) teacher left) in which the topic (i.e. the theme)
is an indefinite noun, is ungrammatical in Classical Arabic. However it
could be grammatical, though with a difference in meaning as in the
following instances; mudarrisun kharaja ((a) teacher left) or mudarrisun
qutula (a) teacher was killed). These two sentences could be grammatical
sentences in answer to the question mĀdhĀ Ąadatha (what happened?)
especially in dialects where topicalization is used. In the VS order
where the “postverbal subject is not prototypical” the verb requires
partial agreement; whereas in SV in which the “preverbal subject is a
prototypical subject occupying initial position in the sentence”, then
full agreement with the verb must take place” (Abdel HĀfiz 2005:117).
Though he provides an explanation of ‘partial agreement’ based
on word order and topicalization, he does not provide a complete
syntactic account of how and why ‘partial agreement’ takes place in VS
order while full agreement takes place in SV.
To conclude, traditional and modern studies of al–mućĀbaqah by
both Arab and non–Arab grammarians base their accounts of subject–
verb agreement on morphological, syn tactic, semantic and pragmatic
information. None, however, attempts to give a syntactically–based
account of this type of agreement in relation to Shift. It is these syntactic
studies that are discussed below.
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1.2.2. Syntactic Studies of Agreement in Arabic
This section reviews studies adopting syntactic accounts of verb–
subject agreement. Unlike Arabic traditional grammarians’ studies,
this type of study adopts a solely syntactic approach that does not take
into consideration the semantic or pragmatic aspects of agreement.
Though the approaches discussed below adopt a syntactic framework
on agreement, they differ in two aspects: their conception of agreement,
and the structural configuration within which agreement takes place,
that is, within “government” or within “Spec–Head configuration”.
On the basis of these two aspects, three syntactic approaches to
agreement are discussed below: those that look at agreement as taking
place within government1; those that adopt the view that agreement
takes place only within a Spec–Head configuration of minimalism2;
1

The main application of the government relation concerns the assignment of case.
Government is defined as follows: A governs B if: (i) A is a governor, that is, a head
of a lexical category (V,N,A,P) and tense I (T) and (ii) A m–commands B and if (iii)
no barrier intervenes between A and B. A m–commands B if A does not dominate
B and B does not dominate A and the first maximal projection of A dominates B.
The maximal projection of a head X is XP.

2

Minimalism as advanced by Chomsky (1995) is a new approach towards linguistic
description which is based on the rejection of all devices and constructs except
those that are absolutely necessary on conceptual grounds. There are two distinct
minimalist aspects. First, derivations be minimal; no extra steps in derivations
and no extra symbols in representations are allowed. Second, the theory itself has
developed in the direction of minimality. Thus a variety of earlier transformations
are replaced by affect Alpha; conditions on transformations and representations
avoid redundancy by not overlapping in their effects, etc. This minimalist
program is carried still further with specific proposals about (i) reducing levels
of representation to the two minimally necessary ‘interface levels’ of phonetic
form (PF) and logical form (LF) which provide instructions for the articulatory
perceptual and conceptual intentional performance systems, (ii) reducing X–bar
theoretic relations to the primitives of Specifier, Head and Complement, and
(iii) reducing syntactic movement to the elementary operations of copy and
delete. Apart from LF and PF, the fundamental concepts in minimalist syntax
are features, full interpretation and economy. Features is the most important
component of minimalism. There are several types of features. There are formal
informal, interpretable uninterpretable features. The formal ones are relevant
to syntax, while the interpretable ones are relevant for interpretation at LF and
include categorical and nominal phi–features. They are not deleted or erased after
they are checked because they are relevant to the interpretive component. Non–
interpretable features are deleted and they involve the case features of NPs and
verbs and the phi–features of verbs. The last component of minimalism is
=
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and those that look at agreement within neo–minimalism. Each of
these accounts is discussed below.

1.2.2.1. Government–based Studies of agreement in Arabic
Studies based on agreement within government build on the notion
that just as case can be assigned by government then so can agreement
in number and gender. Such studies attempted to explain ‘partial
agreement’ within the government agreement constraint. A study based
on agreement within government was advanced by Bahloul & Wayne
(1992). They first differentiate between inherent features, e.g. the
gender feature and grammatical features like number and definiteness.
The inherent features are associated with the bottom layer of the
projection and are marked to the noun by lexical affixation and that is
why they are visible for agreement in government. While in the latter,
the grammatical features of number and definiteness are associated
with the higher level of the functional heads in the projection system
and are therefore invisible for agreement in government (Bahloul
& Wayne 1992: 25). The approach offers an explanation for ‘partial
agreement’ but not for full agreement.
Another two studies of subject–verb agreement in Arabic are those
of the expletive hypothesis (Mohammad 1989) and the incorporation
analysis (Fassi Fehri 1993).The first account is the Expletive Hypothesis
advanced by Mohammed (1989). The claim of the hypothesis is that
to account for verb and subject ‘partial agreement’ an assumption
is made whereby a “VSO sentence in Arabic is said to contain two
subjects: the real subject located in Spec VP and an expletive subject
located in Spec TP. It is this “expletive subject” pronoun that “dictates”
the agreement features and is responsible for the default third person
masculine singular agreement in expletive clauses, as well as the default
singular agreement in VSO clause (Mohammad 1989:113). This can
be illustrated by the following sentencet:
= economy. In describing a grammar as economical, it means that it tries to do
less if it can get away with less, suppose further that over movement is “costly”
operation. It follows then that the most economical derivation is one with required
movements only, that is, only those needed to get rid of strong features checking of
weak features can be done later for economy reasons, then this idea is formulated
as a principle called procrastinate, i.e. a movement is delayed whenever possible
(Chomsky 1995: 24–30).
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inna–hu zĀraną thalĀthatu shuĂarĀā (that) visited–me three poets– 3rd.
person plural masculine gender
Under this hypothesis, the verb zĀraną (visited–me) is marked by a
1st.person singular to agree in number with the 3rd.person singular
pronominal form –hu suffixed to the complementizer inna i.e. that
rather than with the plural masculine subject thalĀthu (three).
The Expletive approach has been criticized on different grounds
by Bahloul & Harbert (1992), Aoun et al (1994), Benmamoun (2000)
and Nassu (2002). First, it has been argued that when the subject is a
pronoun it should agree with the verb regardless of whether it occurs
pre–verbally or post–verbally because a pronoun’s phi–features1 are
intrinsic2. However, a sentence like jĀāa anĀ (came (I)–1st.person
singular) where the verb agrees with the post–verbal pronominal
acting as the subject, is ungrammatical while the sentence jiātu anĀ
(came –1st person singular masculine I–1st.person singular) where
the verb does not agree with the subject pronominal ana in person
is grammatical. The above data seems to violate the expletive
hypothesis. (Bahloul & Harbert 1992:20). Second, the Expletive
Hypothesis does not carry on to other Arabic dialects. An illustration
is taken from the behaviour of the modal umrą (never). In Moroccan
Arabic, cases where the subject occurs in a pos–verbal position, it is
expected–according to the Expletive Hypothesis– that the expletive
should occur and cliticize on the modal Ăumri, (never). However, the
expletive pronoun does not appear as indicated in the following
example Ăumrą mĀ mishąt (never (have) I walked (left)). For if it does,
the result will be an ungrammatical sentence as follows: * Ăumru mĀ
mishĈ il–awlĀd (never–3rd.person expletive pronoun (have) walked
the children) where the cliticization of the expletive pronoun onto
the modal Ăumrą results in an ungrammatical sentence (Aoun et al
1994: 198).
1

“Phi–features” is the term used in minimalism to denote features such as gender,
number and person (Chomsky 1995: 45).

2

“Intrinsic features” is the term used in minimalism to denote features that are
listed explicitly in the lexical entry or strictly determined by properties so listed
and include categorical features such as the case assigning features of the verb and
the person and gender features of the noun (Chomsky 1995: 31).
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The third argument is that pronouns of forms other than the third
person singular expletive appear in sentences which are grammatically
correct. Examples are hum ljunĈdu. (they 3rd.person plural masculine
(are) the soldiers), and hunna n’nisĀāu. (they–3rd person plural
feminine (are) the women) where forms other than the expletive third
person singular –such as the third person masculine and feminine
plural pronouns – appear in each sentence. The appearance of those
forms is due to agreement between the pronoun and the following
noun phrase. The fact that each of these sentences is grammatical
even though a pronominal different from the expletive 3rd.person
singular appears in all of them refutes the null expletive hypothesis.
For Mohammad’s expletive principle to account for the
grammaticality of the above data which display agreement with
different genders, it will have to posit two different pro elements in
standard and dialectal Arabic. The other form will have to bear a
feminine gender feature. The fact that Mohammad (1989) bases most
of his argument on the idea that the expletive elements in Arabic are
the same uniformly, renders the hypothesis incapable of accounting
for this data (Benmamoun 2000: 110). Mohammed, later on, modifies
the Expletive Hypothesis so as to take into account such a counter–
argument. He points out that while the expletive has an inherent
singular number feature, its gender feature is variable and it can change
to feminine if followed by a feminine subject as in Lebanese Arabic
(Mohammed 2000: 144). So in the following example: qultu inna–hĀ
jĀāat al–banĀtu (said I that it–3rd.person fem.sing. came the girls–3rd.
person feminine plural) where the verb has a 3rd.person feminine
singular –at pronoun to agree with the third person singular feminine
suffixed to inna (that) not with the third person plural feminine albanĀtu (the girls) acting as the subject.
A final counterargument to the expletive hypothesis is advanced
by Nasu (2002) on the basis of the following example: iddaĂĀ aĄmadu
annahu al–awlĀdu jĀāĈ (claimed Ahmed that–it 3rd.person sing.masc.
the boys–3rd. person plural masc. came–3rd). Note that the sentence is
grammatical even though the verb jĀāĈ. (came) does not agree with the
third person singular null expletive pronoun. This, according to Nasu
(2002:143) not only refutes the null expletive hypothesis but proves
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that verb–subject asymmetry is not a case of “default third person
singular form” but is a case of ‘partial agreement’. Finally, it should be
noted that a modified version of Mohammad’s expletive hypothesis
(1989) continues to form the basis of recent syntactic studies of ‘partial
agreement’ in Arabic such as Tucker (2007).
The second study of agreement in Arabic is Fassi’s “incorporation
analysis” (1993) which is based on Baker’s (1988) principle that for
an element to be incorporated it has to be governed by the host. The
analysis provides an account only of ‘partial agreement’ not of full
agreement as well. ‘Partial agreement’ in the incorporation analysis is
based on the assumption that a null pronominal element is generated
in the lower projections in SV position of the subject as a result of the
subject’s left dislocation (LD) (Fassi 1993:113–118). This pronoun is
then incorporated onto the governing verb with which it agrees. This
can be illustrated by the following examples.

(1) jĀāa al–awlĀdu came–3rd.person singular masc.the boys–3rd.
person plural masc.
(2) jĀāĈ hum came they–3rd.person plural masculine.
In the first example, the verb which is a 3rd–person masculine
singular shows no agreement in number with the subject al–awlĀdu.
(the) boys) which is a lexical noun phrase occurring in a post–verbal
position. However, in the second sentence where the subject is a
pronoun –hum the agreement marker of the 3rd.person masculine is
cliticized onto the verb to show full agreement in number and gender.
According to the incorporation analysis (Fassi 1993:13), full agreement
obtains with a pronominal but not with a post–verbal lexical noun
phrase and a verb whether the pronominal occurs in pre–verbal or
post–verbal positions.
However, the incorporation analysis, according to Benmamoun
(2000) suffers several shortages. First, given the fact that the verb
agrees with the pronoun incorporated onto it, it is not clear why in the
following sentence: kĀnat al–fatayĀtu taākul–na (was–3rd.person sing.
fem. the girls eating–3rd.person.feminine.plural eating–3rd.person.
feminine plural) the lexical verb taākul–na. ((to) eat–3rd.pers.plural.
feminine) agrees with the noun phrase al–fatayĀtu rather than with the
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3rd.person.feminine.singular pronoun –t cliticized on the auxiliary
verb kĀnat. In other words, the incorporation analysis fails to account
for all Arabic data (Benmamoun 2000: 110).
Another account of verb subject ‘partial agreement’ is given by
Bahloul and Harbert (1992). According to Bahloul and Harbert
(1992), the failure of the verb to agree with the post–verbal subject
in number is due to the fact that “under certain circumstances,
number is suppressed while the other features are not” (Bahloul and
Harbert 1992:30). However, such an account still remains empirically
inadequate for two reasons. First, it does not identify those reasons
that cause the number feature to be suppressed. Second, according to
Mohammad (2000), it fails to explain Arabic data in which the person
feature – rather than the number or gender features – is the one which
is suppressed. This is illustrated in the following examples:

1.

antunna hunna al–ćĀlibĀt–u you–2nd.person plural feminine are–
3rd.person plural feminine the students.

2.

antum hum al–ćalabah you–2nd.person plural masculine are–3rd.
person plural masculine the students–3rd.person plural masc.

3.

anti hiya al–ćĀlibah you–2nd.pers.singular fem are–3rd.person
singular feminine the student–2nd.person.sing.fem.

In all of the above mentioned examples, the pronoun of separation
agrees with its subject in number and gender but not in person.
In other words, the only feature which is suppressed in all of these
contexts is that of person (Mohammad 2000:123)

1.2.2.2. Minimalist Spec–IP1 based accounts of agreement in Arabic
More recent minimalist accounts have done away with agreement
in government and instead adopted the notion of agreement within a
Spec–Head configuration. The rule is that:
1

“When Chomsky developed his model of transformational grammar, he returned
to the issue of the traditional parts of speech (S, NP, VP, Adj P,AdvP,PP) The problem
with the traditional parts of speech was that it did not have a category higher than
that of the sentence or one that was intermediary between the word and the phrase.
As such new parts of speech were set were IP stands for inflection phrase that can
occur higher than S (sentence), TP for Tense Phrase which stands between word
and phrase and S for specifier that can be head of a phrase. (Chomsky 1995: 55)
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If Y agrees with XP, then XP and Y are or have been in a SpecHead relation in the course of the derivation (Koopman 2006: 166).
One of the studies that stresses the centrality of agreement within
Spec-Head configuration in Arabic is a study by Aoun et al (1994). The
authors first start by embracing the notion of Spec–Head agreement
without totally rejecting agreement in government then conclude with
counterarguments to agreement in government. The authors first
argue that agreement in gender can obtain in government and in Spec–
Head configuration while agreement in number takes place exclusively
in Spec-Head configuration. They go on to provide a syntactic account
of “partial agreement” in VS order and “full agreement” in SV order
as follows. In VS order, the verb is raised to I or TP to check tense
and is not c–commanded by the subject which stays in Spec-Head. So
that when the verb looks down to check certain features, it does not
find features except those that have been sent to PF. This explains
why only gender feature obtains in VS order which has been referred
to as “partial agreemen” This is illustrated in the following diagram
showing verb raising in VS order.

In contrast, the SVO order manifests subject verb full agreement
because the subject lowers from I to V. It is, therefore, c–commanded
by the subject in spec–VP thus copying its gender and number features
to the verb as illustrated in the figure below.
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They finally argue against agreement in government on the basis
of coordinate subject noun phrases. In the following datataken from
Aoun et al–from Lebanese Arabic: nĀmĀ huwa wa hiya bil–bayti (slept–
3rd.dual masculine he–3rd.pers sing.masc. and she–3rd.pers.sing.
fem. in the house) the verb does not agree with the post–verbal subject
pronoun huwa (whereas within government full agreement in number
and gender with the verb should obtain), thus violating agreement in
government (Aoun et al 1994:210).
For the relevance of the coordinate subject noun phrase1 to the data
in the second part of the present paper, further arguments for and
against first conjunct agreement is elaborated below. Munn (1999:
644–646) refutes this approach under the argument that the coordinate
noun phrase is semantically plural but syntactically singular. Aoun
et al. counter–argue Munn’s (1999) hypothesis under the analysis of
reduction clausal conjunction. The analysis goes like this: first two
clauses, each with their own sentential subjects are conjoined together.
Right–node–raising2 then applies to raise the predicate direct object
1
2

A coordinate noun phrase is a phrase consisting of two nouns with coordination
such as wa e.g.  ﺍﻟﻠﻪ ﻭﺭﺳﻮﻟﻪAllahu wa rasĈluhu (Allah and His Messenger).
Right–node–raising in syntax is an operation of reduction on coordinated clauses
whose right most constitutents are identical. Example: RNR derives the structure
in i(b) from the underlying structure in (i) a by adjoining one copy of the identical
constituents (the book) to the right of the sentence, and deleting the identical
originals (indicated by ei).
=
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out of both clauses and gap the verb from both conjuncts. The final
product of the derivation is a sentence with two subjects, a conjunction,
a predicate direct object and a verb (Aoun et al 1994: 210). So in the
above sentence where the verb takes a dual marking denies the existence
of a first conjunct agreement. Soltan (2006: 242) has used the same
data of coordinate noun phrases in which the verb agrees partially
only with the first noun instead of the entire coordinate noun phrase
to adduce compelling arguments against a Spec–Head approach to
agreement in Arabic. For if the post–verbal subject were at some point
in a Spec–Head relationship with the verb, then there would be no
straightforward way to have it only agree with the first conjunct. The
examination of QurāĀnic ayah in section 2.1.1. will prove which of
these arguments are tenable.

1.2.2.3. New Minimalist Studies of agreement in Arabic
In the early part of 2000, Arab and foreign grammarians adopted
Merging1 of new Minimalism in their approach to agreement in
Arabic. Benmamoun’s merging (2000) is one of the approaches based
on new minimalism. According to Benmamoun, none of the previous
approaches to agreement which “relied on purely syntactic conditions”
proved to “have been empirically adequate” (2000:106). Adopting
merging, he explains that the reason why full agreement does not
obtain in VS order is because of the merging of the verb with the lexical
noun phrase subject. Within such a merger, the verb and lexical noun
phrase subject form a single unit in which the verb is “endowed with
the number feature” and since number is already an intrinsic feature
of the NP, that “would preclude the spell out of the number feature
on the verb by an affix; otherwise, number would be spelled out twice
which would be redundant” (Benmamoun 2000:113). In other words,
merging between the verb and the subject occurs as a result of their
= (a) [[John saw the book] and [Bill bought the book]]
(b) [John saw ei ] and [Bill bought ei ] the booki
1

Merge is one of the basic operations in the minimalist program, a leading approach
to generative syntax, when two (adjacent) syntactic objects make up a new syntactic
unit. Essentially, it is a manifestation of recursion, which many scholars claim to
be a fundamental characteristic of language and mind in general, or, as Chomsky
puts it, “Merge is an indispensable operation of a recursive system…which takes two
syntactic objects A and B and forms the new object G = {A, B}” (Chomsky 1995: 2).
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being adjacent, with the result that number whose exponent feature
occurs in the noun, may not occur again on the adjacent verb because
of economy reasons.
However, Benmamoun’s merging is not without its theoretical
problems. For it fails to account for the following data: al–awlĀdu
ăarabtuhum. (the) kids I hit–them 3rd.person plural masculine, where
the verb is marked for number rather than being suppressed for it,
though it is adjacent to the noun. Merging does not explain what it is
that blocks such a “topicalized subject” and a verb that is also adjacent
to it “from undergoing a process of merging” (Ackema and Neeleman
2003:24). Nor can merging explain the following examples: akala
al–tuffaĄata la-awlĀd–u(ate–3rd.person sing.masc. (the)apple (the)
children–3rd.person plural masc). and iltaqĀ bi l-muĂallimi al–ćullĀbu
(met–3rd.person sing.masc. with (the) teacher (the) students –3rd.per.
plural masc). The problem, according to Tucker, with these data is
that the merger process seems to have taken place between the verb
and subject over an intervening nonadjunct, which in the first case is
the object al–tuffĀĄata. (the apple) and in the second it is bi l-muĂallimi.
(with (the) teacher) (Tucker 2007: 19). To account for this data,
Benmamoun and Lorimor (2006) modify their view of merging as
happening over two steps: first through excorporation, then allowing
the overt subject to merge with the null–PF copy of the verb left behind
after its movement. Such a counterargument is still untenable because
“copies which lack phonological realization have never been licit for
derivation”. (Tucker 2007:19).
Arguing for a similar approach to agreement is Ackema and
Neeleman’s (2003) account of “context–sensitive allomorphy rule”
of pro drop which states that a “feature of a prosodic terminal may
be deleted” in a certain context. By context, they mean “whether or
not the verb is realized in the same prosodic phrase as the subject
and provided that nothing separates them” (2003:690–703). Modern
Standard Arabic is a VSO language in which the VS order is derived
by the fronting of the verb to some functional head. In which case, the
verb and the subject would form one prosodic unit, and with nothing
separating them the number feature is dropped resulting in what they
refer to as “weak agreement” in which the verb agrees with the noun in
gender but not in number. This may be illustrated as follows;
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a.

VSO [FP [F V O ][TP Subj tv[vp tv object]]]

b.

{V subj} – {Object}

Here FP stands for functional projection of an unknown head. The
SV order, on the other hand, results from the movement of the subject
to Spec FP leaving a pronoun in co–reference with the dislocated
nominative DP or noun phrase. Thus the noun and the verb would be
separated from each other by a pronoun. In other words, the subject
and the verb would not be contained within the same intonational
phrase as the verb and this would block the application of the “pro
drop” rule resulting in what they call “strong agreement” in which the
verb agrees with the subject both in number and gender as follows:

a.

SVO [FP SUBJ[F V O] TP SUBJ tv [ vptv Object]]]

b.

{Subj} – {V Obj}

An important counterargument to Ackema and Neeleman (2003)
is posited by both Benmamoun and Lorimor (2006). According to the
authors, Ackema and Neeleman (2003)’s analysis fails to account for
the grammaticality of the following example: jĀāa al–awlĀdu alladhąna
nazaĄĈ (came–3rd.person.sing.masc. (the)children–3rd.pers.plural.
masc. who–3rd.person.plural masc. (were) evacuated–3rd.pers.plural.
masc.in) which the verb nazaĄĈ taking third person plural masculine
agrees with its relative plural pronoun alladhąna though they are both
within the same phonological phrase; as well the ungrammaticality
of the sentence *jĀāa al–awlĀdu alldhąn nazaĄa (came–3rd.pers.sing.
masc. (the) children –3rd.pers.plura..masc). who–3rd.pers.plural.
masc. evacuated–3rd.pers.sing.masc. in which weak agreement takes
place, though the sentence remains ungrammatical. The inadequacy
of the above data questions the nature of the phonological phrase
(Tucker 2007:17). As such Ackema and Neeleman’s account (2003)
thus cannot be accepted.
A final account of subject–verb ‘partial agreement’ in Arabic as
taking place at PF, is that of Soltan’s (2004). According to Soltan, the
preverbal subject is actually generated in Spec TP as a result of its
left–dislocation leaving behind a null pronoun in Spec VP which must
be identified at PF to fulfill the “pro identification requirement” where
identification means that a full set of phi–features of gender, person
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and number must be associated with the null pro. Soltan, therefore,
notes that rich agreement is obtained only when the subject is (or
includes) an overt or a null pronominal – whether it occurs in preverbal
or post–verbal positions. Consider the following examples

a.

jiā–tu anĀ wa Hind–un. (came–1st.per.sing.masc I and Hind).

b.

jiā–na hunna wa-abĀā–u–hunna (came–3rd.per.plural fem. They–
3rd.per.plural feminine and their fathers).

Here which the verb agrees with the first post–verbal noun of
the coordinate noun phrase which in both sentences is a pronoun,
though in the first sentence it is null and in the second it is overt.
According to Soltan (2004), rich agreement is due to the principle
of “pro–identification requirement” in which “a null pronoun” must
be identified with all phi–features at the interface. On the other
hand, cases where “the subject occurs post–verbally and is neither a
pronominal nor includes a pronoun, there will be no need to fulfill the
above requirement and therefore rich agreement does not take place”
(Soltan 2004:4).
The above was a review of some syntactic accounts of agreement in
Arabic. Two disadvantages of these studies can be pointed out. First,
they are based on the idea that only one type of ‘partial agreement’ –
namely ‘partial agreement’ in number – exists in the data. They fail
to account for cases where even ‘partial agreement’ in gender does
not obtain as in the QurāĀnic ayahs data in the second part of the
present paper. Second, unlike the studies reviewed in 1.2.2.above,
these syntactic studies adopted a grammatical configuration without
taking into account semantic information. It is this third group of
approaches to agreement which are based on semantic information
that are discussed below.

1.2.3. Semantic Studies of Agreement in Arabic
A number of accounts have abstracted away from syntactic
approaches to agreement and adopted only a semantic or pragmatic
basis to agreement. Three of these accounts are discussed below
briefly. These are Barlow’s (1999), Kim’s (2003) and al-SĀmarrĀāą
(2005). Realizing that syntactic approaches to agreement in any
language encounters several problems, Barlow proposes to replace
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the morpho–syntactic approach based on “feature matching in the
domain of morphosyntax” with a “discourse–based” approach based
on “compatibility of properties” or rather “consistency of properties in
linked or complex discourse referents” (Barlow 1999: 13). To illustrate
the difference between both approaches and to prove the adequacy
of the pragmatic–based approach in accounting for agreement in
Arabic, Barlow uses the example of the collective plural noun al–jimĀl
(the camels) in Modern Standard Arabic1. This noun can either take
a plural masculine ending as in 1 below or a singular feminine as
indicated in 2 below:

(1) al–jimĀlu nĀmĈ (The camels–3rd.pers.masc.plural slept–3rd.pers.
masc.plural)2.
(2) al–jimĀlu nĀmat (The camels–3rd.pers.masc.plural slept–3rd.pers.
fem.sing).
While the morph–syntactic view of agreement as feature copying
can adequately explain the first example in which the third person
masculine plural features of the noun are copied on to the verb as
indicated from the third person plural masculine suffix –Ĉ attached to
the verb, it fails to account adequately for the second example in which
the same noun copies the third person singular feminine features
to the verb – as indicated from the third person singular feminine
suffix –at marked on the verb. In other words, the morpho–syntactic
approach involves a contradiction of information as illustrated from
the second example.
The pragmatic–based approach, however, involves no such
contradiction and can adequately explain both examples. In the
pragmatic–based approach suggested by Barlow (1999), language
users “link primary with second discourse referents on the basis
of certain properties”. When the properties associated with the
secondary discourse referent are compatible or consistent with those
of the primary discourse referent, a link is established and agreement
based on consistency of properties is obtained” (Barlow 1999:12). The
1

It should be noted that both sentences are grammatical even in some Arabic
dialects as in Cairene dialect.

2

This is not grammatical in Clasfical Arabic. (Editor).
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morphological from of the noun al–jimĀlu (the camels) is polysemous
in Arabic in the sense that it could take either a 3rd.per.plu.masc.most
cases or 3rd.pers.sing.fem only in a few cases. When used as a primary
discourse referent denoting a group of individuals, the noun takes a
third person plural masculine and its properties can be mapped as
follows:
N
[MASC,PL]à
INDIVIDUALS’

‘IN–MASC–CLASS’,

‘COMPOSED–OF–

In such a case, the noun agrees with the verb as in example (1).
In other cases, it could either denote a human or a non–human in
which case it would take a third person singular feminine. This can be
mapped as follows:
[FEM,SG]à ‘IN–FEM–CLASS’, ‘INDIVIDUAL’
[FEM,SG]–à‘COMPOSED–OF–INDIVIDUALS’, ‘NON–HUMAN’
Selecting the plural masculine referent as in the first example
in which the verb is marked for a third person plural masculine is
therefore an indication that the discourse referent is associated with
the property of human. This is in violation to the real fact which is that
the discourse referent al–jimĀlu (the camels) is non–human. So while
the first case in which the first noun features of the third person plural
masculine are copied to the verb within the morphosyntactic approach
are syntactically adequate, they are pragmatically inadequate. In the
second case, the choice of the singular feminine suffix denoting that
al–jimĀlu (the camels) is a singular non–human referent is compatible
with the feature of the singular feminine pronoun suffixed to the verb
and is pragmatically adequate but syntactically inadequate (Barlow
1999: 14). This is supported by grammatical evidence from anaphoric
reference to non–human plural nouns. For it is the rule that the
third–person singular feminine pronoun hiya i.e.she is the pronoun
used to refer anaphorically to any non–human plural nouns such as
al–jimĀlu (the camels) above. For example, inna al–jimĀla nĀmat kamĀ
annahĀ akmalat sayrahĀ laylan. ((that) the camels 3rd.pers.fem.sing.
slept and that–she continued traveling through the night) where a
3rd–person singular feminine –hĀ is used to refer anaphorically to the
plural noun camels.
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A similar case is found in the following ayah 29 from SĈrat al-Baqarah:
[٢٩ :﴾ ]ﺍﻟﺒﻘﺮﺓ

﴿

And made them seven heavens. In this ayah the object plural
inanimate noun samawĀt i.e.heavens, is referred to as feminine plural by
the suffix hunna in the verb fasawwĀ– which is pragmatically adequate
because the context emphasizes the importance of the samawĀt and
therefore are dealt with as if animate human (al–SĀmarrĀāą 2005: 98).
The second part of the present paper will investigate whether or not
Barlow’s account of “feature compatibility” can adequately account for
Shift in Arabic as demonstrated in some QurāĀnic ayahs data of the
present paper.
The second semantic–based approach to agreement is proposed
by Kim (2003). He argues against a purely syntactic or a purely
semantic account of agreement and instead proposes a “hybrid” or
“Index agreement”. By “hybrid agreement”, he meant a mixture
of morphology and syntax (Kim 2003:66) as follows: a. English
determiner–noun agreement is morpho–syntactic. The head and its
specifier have an identical NUM(BER) value, which is specified in
the head’s lexical entry; b. Subject–verb and pronoun–antecedent
agreement are “semantic”: The subject’s semantic index value, not its
morphosyntactic features, is the determinant of the agreement feature
values of the verb; c. The HEAD: Agr’s features (or formal features)
may be different from its CONT: INDEX’s features. This is illustrated
as follows:
a.[NP this government ]
this:

HEAD: det, AGR ‘1’: NUM – P1

government:

HEAD: noun, AGR ‘1’: NUM– P1
SPR: ‘DetP: AGR ‘1’
CONT: INDEX ‘1’: NUM–P1 (or INDEX ‘2’:
NUM Pl)

Kim’s idea is that the semantic content of the noun may have a
different variable index which may introduce an agreement feature
value different than that of its head or specifier. However if the verb
combines with a subject of incompatible index value, the result would
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be an ungrammatical sentence. Kim’s approach (2003) like that of
Barlow (1999) sheds light on the semantic and contextual information
of agreement. However, it still does not clarify other cases of ‘partial
agreement’. Nor is it clear whether or not such the “hybrid agreement”
approach can account for the issue of Shift found in the QurāĀnic ayahs
data of the present paper.
A last study, which is the most comprehensive studies of ‘partial
agreement’ or Ăadam al–mućĀbaqah in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn, is a
study by al–SĀmarrĀāą (2005). In dealing with all types of agreement
in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn, he concludes that word order is not
the reason for ‘partial agreement’. For there are cases where the verb
precedes the noun, yet gender agreement does not obtain. Instead,
he explains that this is due to semantic and contextual factors. The
validity of such an approach in accounting for Shift in the Ever–Glorious
QurāĀn is investigated in the second part of the present paper.
To conclude, the first part of the present paper was a survey of
the previous studies conducted on two issues: first Shift with a special
focus on Shift in number and gender; second, agreement in Arabic or
with its various types. Studies on ‘partial agreement’ in Arabic were
divided into three groups. The first group surveyed the traditional
studies of agreement in Arabic conducted by both Arab and non–
Arab syntaticians. Some (Hasan 1981; al–RĀjhą 1986) gave semantic,
syntactic and morphological factors for ‘partial agreement’; others
(Holes 1995; Brustad 2000) explained that ‘partial agreement’ is
due to pragmatic factors; while (Mahfoudhi 2002) cited “processing”
and Abdel Hafiz (2005) cited “topicalization” as reasons for ‘partial
agreement’. They did not provide a syntactic framework of ‘partial
agreement’ that can account for Shift in number and gender in the
QurāĀnic ayahs.
Unlike the first group, the second group dealt with agreement
in Arabic within different syntactic frameworks. Mohammad’s
expletive hypothesis (1989–2000) accounted for verb–subject ‘partial
agreement’ on the basis of the presence of a third person singular
pronoun incorporated within the governed verb or a null expletive
pronoun that is co–indexed with the subject at PF. Some (Harbert &
Bahloul:1992) and Fassi (1993)’s Incorporation Analysis looked at
agreement as obtaining within government. While Aoun et al (1994)
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argued against agreement within government and embraced the
notion of agreement within Spec-Head configuration. Benmamoun’s
new minimalist approach (2000) envisages of ‘partial agreement’
as a case of “merging” of the NP and the verb. Adopting a similar
approach but within prosody is that of Ackema and Neelman (2003).
One final study argued against agreement within spec TP (Soltan:
20004). Though varied and several, none of the syntactic approaches
provide a syntactic explanation that can account for all cases of ‘partial
agreement’ in Arabic; nor attempted to investigate Shift within any of
their syntactic frameworks.
The third group provided a semantic approach to agreement.
This included studies by Barlow (1999), Kim (2003) and al–SĀmarra’ą
(2005). Barlow (1999) attempted a pragmatic analysis of agreement
which is based on the compatibility of features between discourse
referents rather than on feature copying, while Kim (2003) proposed a
“hybrid agreement” approach. Basing his work on Arab grammarians
and rhetoricians’ views of contextual information, al–SĀmarra’ą (2005)
looked at agreement within semantics, yet provided no semantic
framework for full agreement or Ăadam al–mućĀbaqah in Arabic.
The significance of these three approaches lies in their focus on an
important aspect of agreement that has hitherto been ignored, that is,
the semantic aspect of agreement.
The second part of the present paper looks more closely into
Shift in number and gender features in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn.
The purpose of the investigation is to examine the nature of Shift
to determine whether it is a case of ‘partial agreement’, ‘default’ or
‘zero agreement’; examine whether or not morphological factors,
e.g.morphology of noun, syntactic factors e.g. linear word order,
semantic information; contextual information 1contribute to Shift; and
accordingly determine which of the above approaches can adequately
account for these types of Shift. If none of these approaches are viable
for Shift in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn, a framework that can adequately
account for Shift is suggested. To answer these questions a data of 30
QurāĀnic verses representing various cases of Shift in number and
1

Context is used in the present paper to refer to the background information in
the ayah based on the exegesis and interpretation of the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn by
al–Qurćubą (1957)
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gender are investigated in the second part of the paper. The data is
divided into two groups: the first group presents two different cases
of in number. The first is: the case of SV order where the subject is a
coordinate NP symbolized by ConjDP or a single noun/noun phrase;
the second case is SV where the subject is ism mawĆĈl (relative pronoun)
man. The third group is that of Shift in gender in VS order. Each of
which is discussed below.

2.1. Shift in number
2.1.1. SVO cases where S is a preverbal coordinate noun phrase
or a single noun/noun phrase
The first section investigates Shift in number in SV order. It is
further subdivided into two sections. The first looks into Shift in the
Ever–Glorious QurāĀn first case where the mubtadaā theme or preverbal
noun phrase is a coordinate noun phrase, while the second looks in
cases where the subject is a single noun/noun phrase. The first section
below investigates whether Aoun et al’s (1999) ‘clausal reduction’ in
Spec–Head or Munn’s (1999) argument can account for this type of
Shift in number; while the second attempts to determine which of the
syntactic accounts above can adequately account for this type of Shift.
Consider the first group of examples:
[٤٨ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻮﺭ

1)

﴿

And when they are called to Allah (i.e. His Words, the Quran)
and His Messenger to judge between them, lo ! a party of them
refuses (to come) and turns away. (SĈrat al–NĈr: 48)

﴾
2)

﴿

[٥١ :]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻮﺭ

The only saying of the faithful believers, when they are called to
Allah (His Words, the Quran) and His Messenger, to judge between
them, is that they say: “We hear and we obey”: And such are the
successful (who will live forever in Paradise). (SĈrat al–NĈr: 51)
[٢٤ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﻧﻔﺎﻝ
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O you who believe! Answer Allah (by obeying Him) and (His)
Messenger when he calls you to that which will give you life, and
know that Allah comes in between a person and his heart (i.e. He
prevents an evil person to decide anything). And verily, to Him
you shall (all) be gathered (SĈrat al–AnfĀl: 24)

The above group of examples display a unique pattern of Shift
in number. For the theme is a coordinate noun phrase, yet the verb
appears to agree with only one of the two coordinate nouns. The
first and second QurāĀnic ayah both have an implicit third person
singular masculine pronoun –huwa in liyaĄkuma– (to judge) in the first
and second QurāĀnic ayahs. It is unclear to which of the two nouns
does the pronoun refer to, that is to the remote or to the adjacent
noun. Commenting on these two QurāĀnic ayahs, Tabl (1998: 95) had
pointed out that the contextual information of the verb yaĄkum (to
judge) may refer to both nouns of the coordinate NP or to the fact that
in applying the rules of Allah, the Almighty, the Prophet ( )ﷺwould
be the one judging in accordance to these rules. So that the pronoun
can either refer to either Allah, the Almighty, only or the Prophet
( )ﷺonly. That explains why the verb is suffixed with a third person
singular pronoun. In the third ayah the context of situation is different
from the first and second ayahs. According to al–Zarkashą (2004 vol.4:
23) the act of calling is done by Allah, the Almighty and the Prophet
( )ﷺin accordance to a command given to him by Allah, the Almighty.
This explains why the implicit third person masculine pronoun in the
verb liyaĄkuma (to judge is 3rd.person singular).
From the above discussion two arguments can be made, each of
which is discussed below. The first argument regards the syntactic
framework which can adequately account for this type of Shift in
number. The above ayahs show that Shift in number can be explained
by one of three accounts: either by Aoun et al’s ‘clausal reduction
analysis’ (1999), or the Spec-Head configuration, or Munn’s (1999)
argument for agreement within government. Aoun et al. (1999) had
acknowledged that first conjunct agreement may exist in SV position
but did not provide an explanation (1999: 680). The above QurāĀnic
ayahs defy agreement in government. For within government,
the subject NP will be considered as syntactically plural in which
case a third person masculine plural should cliticize onto the verb
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– something that is not evident in any of the above QurāĀnic ayahs.
Nor can the Spec-Head be the configuration within which this type
of Shift in number takes place. For even if the whole coordinate NP
(ConjDP) was in Spec-Head configuration with the verb then there
is no reason why only one of the two coordinate noun phrase should
agree with the verb. It seems that Munn’s (1999: 644) argument that
the coordinate NP is semantically plural but syntactically singular is
sound. The exegesis above shows that in all three cases – the Prophet
( )ﷺis the instrument through which the commands of Allah, the
Almighty, are carried out. From this a second argument can be made.
It could be inferred that if the two nouns constituting the coordinate
NP in preverbal position are animate nouns then the coordinate NP
could be considered syntactically singular1. In other words, the type of
the noun plays a role in the process of Shift in number.
The second subgroup looks at another type of Shift in number in
SV order where the subject is a single noun. Consider the following
QurāĀnic ayahs.
[٢١ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺹ

1)

﴿

And has the news of the litigants reached you? When they climbed
over the wall into (Dawood’s) MiĄrĀb (a praying place or a private
room) (SĈrat SĀd: 21):
[٣١ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻮﺭ

1

﴿

However, this is not always the case in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn. In ayah (62) of
SĈrat at–Tawba:
[٦٢ :﴾ ]ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺑﺔ

﴿

But it is more fitting that they should please Allah and His Messenger (Muhammad
 ;)ﷺand
[٣٤ :﴾ ]ﺍﻟﺘﻮﺑﺔ

﴿

And those who hoard up gold and silver. Note that in these two ayahs the pronoun
suffixed to the verbs yurăĈhu (to please Him) in the first ayah and yunifiqĈnahĀ in the
second ayah are third person singular masculine and feminine, respectively, which
is an indication that the pronoun refers anaphorically to one of the coordinate
nouns of the noun phrase. It should be pointed that in the first and second ayahs,
the postverbal noun phrase are object nouns and verb object agreement in number
is beyond the scope of the present paper.
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or small children who have no sense of feminine sex. (SĈrat al–NĈr: 31);
[١١٧ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﻃﻪ

3)

﴿

Then We said: “O Adam! Verily, this is an enemy to you and to
your wife. So let him not get you both out of Paradise, so that you
will be distressed (SĈrat ďĀhĀ:117);
[١٩ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺤﺞ

4)

These two opponents (believers and disbelievers) dispute with
each other about their Lord (SĈrat al–Čajj: 19);
[٤٥ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﻤﻞ

5)

﴿

And indeed We sent to Thamud their brother Salih (Salih),
saying: Worship Allah (Alone and none else). Then Look! They
became two parties (believers and disbelievers) quarrelling with
each other (SĈrat al–Naml: 45);
[٩ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺤﺠﺮﺍﺕ

6)

﴿

﴿

And if two parties or groups among the believers fall to fighting,
then make peace between them both (SĈrat al–ČujurĀt: 9).

The QurāĀnic ayahs in this group display three different patterns
of Shift in number. The patterns in ayahs 1 and 2 show a shift from
singularity in the mubtadaā (theme) or preverbal noun phrase to a third
person masculine plural marking on the verb, whereas ayah 3 shows
a shift from the dual in the noun phrase to the singular in the verb.
The preverbal noun phrase khaĆm (litigant) and ćifl (small children)
in QurāĀnic ayah 2 are singular while the verbs tasawwarĈ. ((they)
climbed over the wall) in ayah 1, and yaĉharĈ (who have no sense of)
in ayah 2 have third person masculine plural suffixes. According to
al–Zamakhsharą (2004 vol.8:242) and al–SĀmarrĀāą (1989: 24), the two
nouns in ayahs 1 and 2 are maĆadir (deverbal nouns) which in Arabic
are not marked for number. The fact that the verbs in these two ayahs
show a different number feature is an indication that these verbs do
not agree with these surface subjects but with other noun phrases
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which copies onto them their number feature. A look into the exegesis
explains what these other subject noun phrases are. According to the
exegesis, the subject khaĆm (litigant) in the first ayah consists of only
two persons. But the fact that each litigant has his own supporters
renders each as two large groups not just two mere individuals. In
other words, the semantic referent (henceforward SR) underlying the
surface syntactic subject (henceforward SS) is a plural noun. The fact
that the verb has a third person plural pronominal suffix denoted by –Ĉ
in the verb tasawwar (climbed over the wall), means that it agrees with
this semantic referent rather than with the surface syntactic subject.
The contextual information also accounts for the second pattern
of Shift in number in the second QurāĀnic ayah. According to al–
SĀmarrĀāą (1989: 178), the noun ćifl (small children) has different
usages depending on the context within which it occurs. Where the
context makes reference to a whole generic class, it is used as a deverbal
noun; and where the context refers to a specific individual, it is used as
a singular countable noun. In the above mentioned ayah, the noun is
used as a maĆdar (a deverbal noun), referring to a whole generic class
of the ćifl i.e.small children to whom the idea of entering into women’s
place without prior permission is religious. The semantic referent (SR)
underlying the noun is the whole generic class of women. The fact
that the verb is suffixed for a third person plural feature predicts that
the verb agrees with the semantic referent (SR) of the noun ćifl (small
children). This shows that the morphology of the noun1 – as deverbal
nouns – contributes to the process of Shift in number.
In the third ayah, Allah, the Almighty, addressing Adam states
that ibląs i.e. (Satan) is an enemy to both Adam and ČawwĀā (Eve).
Therefore, following in his steps will lead to their being expelled out
of Eden. Note that the ayah is addressed to both Adam and HawwĀā.
However, the subject of the verb tashqĀ (toil and work hard) has an
implicit third person singular pronoun huwa that refers only to Adam,
not to both Adam and HawwĀā. Commenting on this type of Shift from
the dual to the third person singular, al–Zarkashą (2004 vol.2: 150) says
1

Morphology of the noun in the present paper focuses on the type of noun–
concrete or abstract, type of maĆdar–deverbal noun or its paradigm,singular or
plural, etc.
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it is due to the contextual meaning of the verb. It is understood that
the act of toiling and working hard to sustain a living as referring to
Adam. In other words, the semantic referent (SR) with which the verb
agrees is a third person masculine singular. This accounts for the third
person masculine singular suffixation of the verb. In other words, the
verb agrees with one of the two nouns of the coordinate noun phrase
and not to both Adam and HawwĀā. and it is the contextual meaning
of the verb that determines which of the two coordinate nouns the
verb agrees with.
The fourth, fifth and sixth ayahs show another pattern of Shift in
number–from the dual to the plural. The noun acting as the preverbal
noun phrase or theme is the dual noun khaĆmĀn (the two) litigants in
QurāĀnic ayah 4, farąqĀn(the two) (parties) in ayah 5, and ćĀāifatĀn (the
two) (parties) in ayah 6 whereas the verbs in all three ayahs take a third
person masculine plural suffixation –Ĉ in ikhtaĆamĈ (dispute with each
other) and yakhtaĆimĈ (quarrel with each other) in ayah 5 and iqtatalĈ
(to fight each other) in ayah 6. The nouns used in the fourth, fifth and
sixth ayahs are all dual; but according to al–Zamakhsharą (2004 vol.2:
268) the fact that the two groups are in dispute as in the fourth and fifth
QurāĀnic ayahs or are fighting as in the sixth ayah ultimately causes
them to further split into several myriads subgroups. Thus instead of
being only two groups, they are myriads of subgroups. In other words,
the underlying semantic referent (SR) of the noun in all three ayahs
is a plural noun. This explains why a third person masculine plural
pronoun rather than a dual pronoun is suffixed to the verbs in these
three ayahs. In other words, the verbs in both ayahs agree with the
semantic referent (SR) underlying the surface syntactic subject (SS)
rather than with the syntactic subject (SS) itself. The implication is that
the contextual information of the verb also plays a role in controlling
Shift in number. It can be confirmed, therefore, that Shift in number is
determined by the context.
Having confirmed that Shift is determined by context, the question
is to determine whether it can be accounted for by any of the syntactic
accounts described in 1.2.2. above. Note that this type of Shift defies
a Spec-Head configuration. For the above QurāĀnic ayahs, the subject
noun phrase and verb fulfill the locality requirement of a Spec-Head
configuration with the subject c–commanding the immediately adjacent
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verb, yet it is the underlying semantic referent (SR) rather than the
surface subject (SS) that copies its phi–features to the verb as evident from
the agreement morphemes suffixed onto the verb. Two explanations
are plausible as follows: First, a Spec–Head configuration licenses
agreement with the surface syntactic subject (SS) but for some reason
the agreement is not spelled–out morphologically. This, however, does
not explain how the verb acquires different agreement markings.
The second hypothesis runs as follows: something is blocking
Spec–Head agreement with these surface syntactic subjects (SSs)
while allowing agreement with the underlying semantic referents (SR)
alluded to in the exegesis of the above mentioned QurāĀnic ayahs.
This may be explained as follows: the semantic information of the verb
triggers a certain selection restriction feature for the verb symbolized
as SR(Fv–) that renders it “compatible” – in Barlow’s terms (1999)
– to the underlying semantic referent (SR) of the surface syntactic
subject; or that the verb has an unvalued selection restriction feature
SR(Fv–) that has to be checked by the selection restriction feature of
the underlying semantic referent SR(Fn+), thus licensing agreement
between them. It can be confirmed, therefore, that al–SĀmarrĀāą’s study
(2005) in which Shift is based on semantic and contextual information
is sound. It may be said that Shift is a case of “semantic agreement” in
which the selection restriction feature of the verb SR(Fv–) triggered
by the context licences its agreement with the underlying semantic
referent (SR) whose phi–feature of number is different from that of the
surface syntactic subject (SS), thus producing Shift in number.
This shows then that the hypothesis made above regarding the
roles played by the semantic information of the verb and the context
in determining Shift and that Shift in number is a type of “semantic
agreement” between the verb and the underlying semantic referent (SR)
triggered by context is sound. This poses a dilemma for minimalism.
For a minimalist account to adequately account for the above cases, it is
hypothesized that two alternations be made to minimalism: the first is
that context be incorporated within a new approach referred to as “neo–
Minimalism” prior to PF as the level at which “semantic agreement”
takes place between the verb and the underlying “semantic referent”;
second, a selection restriction feature for both the underlying semantic
referent SR (Fn+), the surface syntactic subject SS(Fn–) and the verb
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SR(Fv–) be set up to explain how agreement between the verb and the
underlying semantic referent (SR) is licensed. Such a hypothesized
account when proven sound is described in 2.1.3. below.
From the above, three hypotheses are made: first, while Munn’s (1999)
account for agreement under government succeeds in explaining some
cases of Shift in number, Spec-Head configuration fails to explain other
types of Shift in number; second, Shift in number is not a case of “partial
agreement” or “zero default agreement”. Instead, it is a type of full
“semantic agreement” in which the context and morphology play a role
and in which a selection restriction feature (SRF) attracts the verb to the
underlying semantic referent (SR) allowing it to copy its phi–feature of
number onto it. third, a newly modified minimalist configuration that
can adequately account for Shift in number need be set up.

2.1.2. SVO cases where S is ism mawĆĈl (Relative Pronoun)man
The section below looks into another type of Shift in number. It
consists of QurāĀnic ayah involving ism al-Ďilah i.e. relative pronoun
man. Man shows two different patterns of Shift in number as indicated
by the two groups of examples below. The purpose of investigating this
type of Shift in number demonstrated by man is to determine whether or
not the hypothesis made in 2.1.1. regarding the role played by context
in Shift in number is sound; whether the syntactic factor such as word
order impinge on Shift as it does in morpho–syntactic agreement; and
whether Spec-Head configuration can account for Shift or does the
need for a newly modified version still holds. Consider the following
examples:
]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ

﴾

﴿
[١١٢ :ﺍﻟﺒﻘﺮﺓ

1)

Yes, but whoever submits his face (himself) to Allah (i.e. follows
Allah’s religion of Islamic Monotheism) and he is a Muhsin then
his reward is with his Lord (Allah), on such shall be no fear, nor
shall they grieve. (SĈrat al-Baqarah:112).
[٦٢ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺒﻘﺮﺓ
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Verily those who believe and those who are Jews and Christians,
and Sabians, whoever believes in Allah and the Last Day and does
righteous good deeds shall have their reward with their Lord, on
them shall be no fear, nor shall they grieve. (SĈrat al-Baqarah: 62).
[٣٥ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﻋﺮﺍﻑ

3)

﴿

Whosoever disbelieves will suffer from his disbelief, and whosoever
does righteous good deeds (by practicing Islamic Monotheism),
then such will prepare a good place (in Paradise) for themselves
(and will be saved by Allah from His Torment) (SĈrat al-RĈm: 44).
[١٢٥ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﺴﺎﺀ

5)

﴿

And who can be better in religion than one who submits his
face (himself) to Allah (i.e. follows Allah’s religion of Islamic
Monotheism) and he is a Muhsin (a good–doer). And follows the
religion of Ibrahim (Abraham) Hanif (Islamic Monotheism – to
worship none but Allah Alone) (SĈrat al-NisĀā: 125).

﴾
6)

﴿

[١٠٠ :]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﺴﺎﺀ

And whosoever leaves his home as an emigrant unto Allah and
His Messenger, and death overtakes him, his reward is then surely,
incumbent upon Allah. And Allah is Ever Oft–Forgiving, Most
Merciful (SĈrat al-NisĀā: 100).

*

﴿

:﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﺣﺰﺍﺏ

7)

﴿

Then whosoever becomes pious and righteous, on them shall be
no fear nor shall they grieve (SĈrat al-AĂrĀf: 35).
[٤٤ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺮﻭﻡ

4)

Volume 3 Issue 6 2010

[٣١ – ٣٠

O Wives of the Prophet! Whoever of you commits an open illegal sexual
intercourse, the torment for her will be doubled, and that is ever easy
for Allah. And whosoever of you is obedient to Allah and His Messenger
(peace be upon him), and does righteous good deeds, We shall give her,
her reward twice over, and We have prepared for her Rizqan Karim (a
noble provision – Paradise) (SĈrat al-AĄzĀb 33: 30–31).
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The above ayahs show that man that or who displays one pattern
of Shift in number with one of the verbs associated with it. This is
in accordance with traditional Arabic grammarians’ account of man.
According to Arab grammarians, the verb adjacent to man agrees
with it grammatically, that is, in form and is marked for a third
person singular masculine, while the remote verb agrees with it in
meaning only but not grammatically and may be suffixed for any
other number (al–Zarkashą: 2004 vol.3: 237), though in all the above
ayahs they are suffixed for a third person plural masculine. In the first
ayah, the adjacent verb aslama. (submit his (face) or himself to Allah),
has a third person singular masculine to agree grammatically with
man. Such a pattern of full agreement with man continues in the first
part of the ayah as indicated in huwa muĄsinun (he is muĄsinun), and
the third person singular pronoun suffixed to ajru–hu. ((his) reward).
While a shift from the third person singular pronoun to a different
pronoun suddenly occurs in the last part of the ayah as evident in
Ăalay–him (for them) and –hum (they) as it makes a statement running
as follows: that any and all Muslims who submit themselves to Allah,
the Almighty, shall feel neither grief nor fear for themselves (alQurćubą 1957, vol.4: 24)
In the second ayah, the verb adjacent to man, āĀman (to believe)
and Ăamila (perform or do righteous and good deeds), agree with
man grammatically with a third person singular masculine while the
remote verb yaĄzanĈn (to grieve) takes third person plural masculine
–Ĉn to agree with man in meaning. According to exegetes, the ayah is
stating that whoever of the Jews, Christians or Sabians –– generally
speaking –– believes in Allah, the Almighty shall be rewarded by Allah,
the Almighty (al-Qurtobi 1957, vol 4: 224)
In the third ayah, the most adjacent verb ittaqĀ (become pious)
and Ăamila (perform a righteous deed) take a third person singular
while the remote verb yaĄzanĈn (to grieve) is inflected for third
person plural masculine as denoted by the waw and –Ĉn. The reason
is because the ayah is making a general statement that whoever
performs good deeds will be rewarded by Allah, the Almighty (alQurćubą 1957 vol.6: 18)
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In the fourth ayah, the pattern shifts from an agreement in number
between man and the adjacent verb which takes an implicit third
person singular masculine pronoun in kafara (disbelieves) and Ăamila
(does or performs a deed), to a shift in number in the remote verb
marked by a third person plural masculine pronoun –Ĉn in yamhadĈn
(to prepare a good place in Paradise for themselves). Like the above
mentioned ayah, this one is making a general statement that each and
every person who disbelieves shall receive an equal punishment (alQurćubą 1957, vol.4:206). Note here that the ayahs where the verb is
marked with a third person masculine plural, the context is one of a
general statement.
In the fifth ayah, both the adjacent verb aslama (to submit himself
or face to Allah), the Almighty, and the remote verb ittabaĂa (to follow)
take an implicit third person singular masculine as indicated from the
implicit third person singular masculine pronoun which refers to Abu
Bakr al-Ďeddąq (al-Qurćubą 1957, vol.6:200).
In the sixth ayah, both verbs yakhruj (leaves his home) and yudrikhu
((death) overtakes him) are suffixed for the third person singular
masculine pronoun as denoted by the pronoun –hu. The ayah refers
to ċamrah ibn Jundub. (al-Qurćubą 1957, vol.5:206).
The last ayah is different from the above. For the adjacent verb
can be read as yaqnut or taqnut (to be obedient), that is, with either
the masculine pronoun ya– or feminine pronoun indicating the
ta– for the imperfect tense of the verb, like the second verb taĂmal
(to do (good). In this case, the ayah is specifically referring to the
wives of the Prophet ()ﷺ. Note that unlike ayahs one to four, the last
three verses–– in which the remote verb takes a third person singular
masculine or feminine markings –– make reference to specific entities
or people.
Having investigated the two different patterns of Shift in number,
the question posed then is whether or not minimalist account can
account for it. Note that the minimalist account of agreement
within Spec–Head configuration does not uniformly account for the
different patterns of Shift demonstrated by man in the above ayahs.
For the agreement of the verb adjacent to man with it wherein the
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verb acquires its third person singular masculine marking can be
accounted for within a spec head configuration. For in all these cases
man merges with the adjacent verb it c–commands, thus copying its
third person singular masculine phi–features onto this verb. However,
the spec head configuration fails to explain how the remote verbs in
each of these ayahs acquire the different markings it takes as follows:
the third person plural masculine as in ayahs 1 to 4, then the third
person singular masculine as in ayahs 5 and 6, and a third person
singular feminine as in ayah 7. It also fails to explain which controlling
nouns these verbs agree with. This calls for a reconsideration of other
syntactic configurations to determine which of them can account for
this type of Shift in number.
Other syntactic hypotheses can be postulated to account for this
type of Shift in number, though each runs into a theoretical problem.
First, it may be hypothesized that man is a relative pronoun which
is indeterminate for number and gender and therefore checks any
number or gender feature for the verb. However, such a hypothesis
is not tenable. For it assumes that agreement with the remote
verbs takes place over non–adjuncts. This assumption is, however,
unacceptable in Minimalism (Tucker 2007: 19). To overcome the
problem of agreement over non–adjunct, it could be assumed that
the relative pronoun moves to check the remote verb leaving its trace
to check the adjacent verb. This also violates the assumption that
traces are not licit for agreement or for derivation (Tucker 2007:19).
A plausible hypothesis would be to assume that Shift in number is
due to agreement between the remote verb and a semantic referent
(SR) other than the relative pronoun man. The question then is to
explain where the semantic referent is originating from, where such
an agreement takes place in the derivation and how such a hypothesis
can be incorporated within minimalism to account for Shift in the
Ever–Glorious QurāĀn.
Possible answers to the above questions lie in the context as indicated
from the exegesis of the above QurāĀnic ayahs. An investigation of
the exegesis above shows that the context plays a role in deriving the
underlying the semantic referent (SR) with which the verb agrees; thus
explaining how the verbs in each of these ayahs acquire their number
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marking which is different from that of the man. The first, the second
and third ayahs make general statements that apply generally to any
and all believers who do good, not to a specific believer. In this case
the underlying semantic referent (SR) in the second part of each of
these ayahs with which the remote verbs agree is a third person plural
masculine referents. The exegesis of the fifth, sixth and seventh ayahs
indicates that the context refers to a specific referent which is either a
third person singular masculine: as to Abu Bakr ElSeddiq in ayah 5,
Dumrah Ibn Junub in ayah 6, or to a third person singular feminine
as in ayah 7 which makes reference to all wives of the Prophet (PBUH).
In other words, the underlying semantic referent (SR) with which the
remote verb agrees is a third person singular masculine/feminine. This
explains then how the verb gets its third person masculine feminine
singular meaning. This corroborates with Arab grammarians’ principle
of al-Ąamlu ĂalĀ al-maĂnĀ which states that remote verbs agree with
the underlying referent of man as indicated by the context. Since the
jawĀbu al-sharć is controlled by man and man cannot move for the above
mentioned reasons, it will be hypothesized that the semantic referent
is originated by the context in place of man in an immediately adjacent
position to the remote verb thus acquiring its number feature which is
different from that of man.
To further explain how the verb agrees with the semantic referent
(SR) underlying man rather than with man, a resort to the hypothesis
made in 2.1.1. above regarding the selection restriction features
of both the verb SR(Fv–) and the noun SR(Fn+) is necessary. It is
hypothesized then, that the selection restriction feature of the verb
SR(Fv–) is checked against that of the underlying semantic referent
SR(Fn+), originated by the context, thus licensing their agreement
while blocking agreement between the verb and the surface syntactic
subject (SS). The hypothesis, then, made above regarding the need for
the ‘neo–Minimalist’ account to explain Shift in number is sound. It
further confirms that Shift is not determined by word order, but rather
by context. Context plays an important role in deriving an underlying
semantic referent (SR) – whose phi–features are different from those
of the surface syntactic subject (SS) in its phi–features – thus producing
Shift in number.
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2.2. Shift in gender
The following section looks into another type of Shift which
is Shift in gender. The purpose of this section is to investigate
the nature of Shift in gender to determine whether it is ‘partial
agreement’ or ‘default’ or ‘zero agreement’, identify other factors
that can contribute to this type of Shift and determine whether
or not the syntactic framework proposed to account for Shift in
number can equally account for Shift in gender. Consider the
following examples:
[٣٠ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﻳﻮﺳﻒ

1)

﴿

And women in the city said:“The wife of al-ĂAząz is seeking to
seduce her (slave) young man” (SĈrat Yusuf: 30);
[١٤ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺤﺠﺮﺍﺕ

2)

The bedouins said: “We believe” (SĈrat al–ČujurĀt: 14);
[٣٠ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﺤﺠﺮ

3)

﴿

A group He has guided, and a group deserved to be in error;
(SĈrat al-AĂrĀf: 30)
[٣٦ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻨﺤﻞ

6)

﴿

Then the angels called him, while he was standing in prayer
in al–MiĄrab (a praying place for a private room) (SĈrat ĊlĂImrĀn: 39);
[٣٠ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﻋﺮﺍﻑ

5)

﴿

So the angels prostrated themselves, all of them together (SĈrat
al–Čijr: 30);
[٣٩ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺁﻝ ﻋﻤﺮﺍﻥ

4)

﴿

﴿

Then of them were some whom Allah guided and of them were
some upon whom the straying was justified (SĈrat al-NaĄl: 36);
[٨٤ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻷﻋﺮﺍﻑ

﴿
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And we rained down on them a rain (of stones). Then see what was
the end of the MujrimĈn (criminals, polytheists, sinners) (SĈrat alAĂrĀf: 84);
[٣٧ :﴾ ]ﺳﻮﺭﺓ ﺍﻟﻘﺼﺺ

8)
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﴿

Musa (Moses) said: “My Lord knows best him who came with
guidance from Him and whose will be the happy end in the
Hereafter. Verily, the đĀlimĈn (wrongdoers, polytheists and
disbelievers in the Oneness of Allah) will not be successful (SĈrat
al-QaĆaĆ: 37).

Some of the QurāĀnic ayahs above appear to steer away from the
assumption made by Arab and non–Arab grammarians that subject
verb agreement in gender obtains in both SV and VS orders. In the
examples above, ayahs 1, 3, 5 and 7 show a VS order in which the noun
is feminine, yet the verbs show no feminine suffixation for gender. In
the first ayah, the subject is a broken feminine plural niswatun (women)
yet the verb qĀla ((He)) said shows no suffixation for gender. In the
second ayah, the same verb takes the feminine gender qĀlat ((she) said)
to agree with the countable collective noun al-aĂrĀb (the Bedouins). In
the third and fourth QurāĀnic ayahs, the subject is the plural noun almalĀāikah (the Angels) while the verb in the two ayahs show different
patterns: one of agreement in gender in 3 and the other is of Shift
in gender in 4. In the third ayah, the verb sajada ((they) prostrated
themselves) is not suffixed for gender while in the fourth ayah it does,
as denoted from the –ta suffixed to the verb nĀdathu (called him). In
ayahs 5 and 6 the same subject noun phrase al-ăalĀlatu (to be in error)
occurs with the same verb in both ayah, yet in the fifth ayah, the verb
is not suffixed for gender while in the sixth ayah, it is – as denoted
by the highlighted pronoun –at. Likewise, the auxiliary kĀna does not
agree with the inanimate feminine noun Āqibah in ayah 7, while it is
prefixed for gender in the eighth ayah as shown by ta– in takĈn ((she)
or (it) to be).
The fact that in some ayahs as in 2, 4, 6 and 8 the verb agrees with
the subject in gender but does not agree with it in gender in the other
ayahs as in 1, 3, 5 and 7 poses three questions. The first is why verb–
subject agreement in gender obtain in some cases while it does not in
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others; the second is whether Shift in gender is “partial”, “default” or
“semantic agreement”, and therefore determine the morphological,
semantic and syntactic factors that contribute to this type of Shift; and
the third is which syntactic approach can account for this type of Shift
and whether or not the ‘neo–Minimalist’ account suggested above for
Shift in number can also account for Shift in gender. The answer to
these questions is followed by a suggested syntactic framework that
can incorporate such factors and therefore adequately account for
Shift in gender and number.
The answer to the first question requires a look into the exegesis
of each ayah the semanticity of the verb1 and the morphological
features of the subject. In the first and second ayah the same verb
shows two different markings for gender. The context of the first ayah
as indicated from the exegesis shows that the subject niswatun was
a small group of women. The rule in Arabic morphology is that for
broken feminine plural to indicate a small group of people, the verb
should take a masculine feature. The opposite is found in the second
ayah. In this verse, the noun al-aĂrĀb (the bedouins) is a collective noun
denoting a large group of bedouins. According to Arab grammarians,
collective plural nouns combined with a verb with a feminine suffix
denote a large group of the noun in question. Arab grammarians’
traditional rule that the absence and presence of gender marking in
VS order is due to the existence of an annexed to noun namely jamĂ
(group) or jamĀĂah (group–feminine suffix) with which the verb agrees,
can be resorted to here. In QurāĀnic ayah 1 the where the verb takes
no gender marking is an indication that it agrees with the annexed to
jamĂ group. In the second case where the verb is suffixed for gender,
is an indication that it agrees with the noun jamĀĂah (group–gender
suffix). In other words, the context, the morphology and the rule of
the underlying semantic referent contribute to Shift in gender.
The third and fourth ayahs show a contrasting case of Shift in gender.
In both ayahs, the subject noun phrase is the same al-malĀāikatu (the
Angels) yet the verb agrees with its subject in gender in the fourth ayah
but not in the third ayahs. A look into the exegesis, shows that when
1

The semanticity of the verb as used in the present paper refers to its denotation,
connotation and it’s selection restriction feature.
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the verb is in a command mood denoting an order to be performed,
e.g. the verb fasajadĈ (to prostrate themselves) does not agree with the
subject in gender, while in the second case in which the verb denotes
an act to be carried out as a good omen, it agrees with the subject noun
phrase or noun in gender al-SĀmarrĀāą (2005). This can be interpreted
syntactically as the verb agreeing with either jamĂ (group) or jamĀĂah
(group–feminine suffix). In ayah 3, the verb agrees with the former
noun jamĂ (group) and as such takes no gender marking; while in ayah
4 where the verb acquires a gender marking, because it agrees with
the noun jamĀĂah (group–feminine suffix). This shows that it is the
semantic information of the verb determines whether or not the verb
agrees with the subject noun phrase in gender.
In the fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth ayahs, the subject noun
phrase is an inanimate feminine noun al-ăalĀltu (to be in error) in
5 and 6 and al-ĂĀqibatu ((the) end) in 7 and 8. In these cases, the
noun according to traditional Arab grammarians requires a feminine
pronoun to be suffixed to the verb. Yet, the verb shows no gender
marking in QurāĀnic ayah 5 while it shows such a marking in ayah 6.
The exegesis shows that the subject noun al-ăalĀlah (to be in error) in
ayah 5 refers to torture which is ĂadhĀb which has a masculine ending in
Arabic in the Hereafter and the subject noun and al−Āqibatu (the end)
in ayah 7 denotes torture. It appears then that the verb agrees with the
underlying semantic meaning of al-ăalĀlah in ayah 5 and al-Āqibatu in
ayah 7. This explains why the verb shows no gender marking in this
case. The case is different in the sixth and eighth ayahs in which the
verb agrees with their subjects in gender. The context shows that alăalĀlah (to be in error) here refers to punishment in worldly life in ayah
6 while al−ĂĀqibatu (the end) in ayah 8 denotes good reward or paradise
jannah. In other words, the verb agrees with ĂuqĈbah (punishment) in
the worldly life, that is, the underlying semantic meaning of the nouns
ĂuqĈbah in ayah 6 and jannah in ayah 8 which copy onto the verbs their
gender marking. In other words, morphology both contribute to Shift
in gender−just as it contributes to Shift in number. It also confirms
the hypothesized agreement principle between the verb and an
underlying semantic referent (SR) triggered by the context as shown
in the exegesis.
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The above discussion provides an answer to the second question
posed above regarding the nature of Shift in gender. For the fact that
the context of the QurāĀnic ayah as well as the morphology of the
subject noun phrase determine Shift in gender, is an indication that
this type of Shift is a type of full ‘semantic agreement’−licensed by
the ‘morphology of the noun – between the verb and the underlying
semantic referent (SR) triggered by the context. It is not, therefore, a
case of ‘partial’, ‘default’ or ‘zero agreement’. It also shows that unlike
‘partial agreement’, word order and adjacency do not impinge on Shift
in gender. In other words, Shift in gender and number are both equally
determined by context, semantic and morphological factors. They are
both different from ‘partial agreement’ in that the syntactic factors of
word order and adjacency do not impinge on them.
This then leads to the third question on what would be the syntactic
framework within which Shift in gender can be said to obtain. The
choice of such a syntactic framework is based on the implication
drawn from the nature and properties of Shift in gender described
above. The first property is that word order does not impinge on
Shift in gender. It follows then that neither Holes’ (1995) event–
oriented account, nor Mahfoudhi’s (2002) view of correct processing
of information, nor Abdel Hafiz’s (2005) principle of “topicalization”
can account for Shift in gender in the above mentioned QurāĀnic
verses. Note that neither agreement within government nor the Spec–
IP configuration, nor Benmammoun’s (2000) merging, nor Ackema
and Neeleman’s account (2003) of agreement at PF can be said to
be the syntactic configuration within which Shift in gender takes
place. Agreement within government is based on the assumption
that verb–subject agreement in gender obtains because the gender
feature is associated with the bottom layer of the projection and is
therefore visible for agreement (Harbert & Wayne 1992). Neither does
a Spec–Head configuration in which merging (Benmamoun 2000)
takes place can account for this case of Shift in gender; for merging
between the verb and the immediately adjacent subject noun involves
the dropping of number feature already spelled out by the noun for
economic reasons (Benmamoun 2000). Furthermore, VS order does
not manifest agreement in number because the verb rises to I to check
T, it is not c–commanded by the subject in a spec head configuration
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thus preventing number agreement while allowing gender agreement.
However, this fails to account for those cases above where even gender
agreement fails to obtain in VS order. Ackema and Neeleman’s (2003)
prosodic account of verb–subject “partial agreement” points to the
fact that the failure of full agreement to obtain between verb–subject
in VS order is due to the existence of the verb and noun in the same
prosodic unit which results in a pronoun denoting number agreement.
However, the above mentioned QurāĀnic ayahs in which agreement in
gender obtains between the verb and subject regardless of both being
separated by a pronoun is an indication that agreement in gender
is not sensitive prosodically to the separating pronouns or to any
other grammatical structure. This, on the other hand, is an implicit
indication that the pronouns separating the verb from the noun are
not the reason blocking agreement in gender in the other ayahs.
Several attempts can be made to alter minimalism so that it would
adequately account for Shift in gender, though each has its own
theoretical problems. First, an assumption can be made whereby
Agree relation could hold between T and DP, that is the subject noun
phrase, but never be morphologically realized. However, this is at best
unsatisfactory for several reasons. First, there is simply no morpheme
that ever corresponds to subject agreement in VSO clauses, and this is
true across all verb declensions and all persons, numbers, and genders
of the subject. Second, “It is suspicious for a licit agreement relation to
never surface across many different morphological variables” (Kramer
2006:17).
A second hypothesis would be to assume the following: just as T is
indeterminate for number as argued by Abdel Hafiz (2005:110) in his
theory of VS order as “zero number agreement”, that is, T would be
considered as either compatible with a singular or plural third person
subject, it is likewise indeterminate for gender, that is, it is compatible
with either a masculine or feminine feature. But then this would involve
a syntactic paradox. For if gender feature is spelled out in some of
the above QurāĀnic ayahs indicating it is an uninterpretable feature,
then its absence in the other QurāĀnic ayahs would indicate that it
is interpretable. How can the same feature be interpretable in some
cases and be uninterpretable in other cases within the same language?
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The solution to such a dilemma might lie in the morphology of the
noun. For gender in all the above ayahs is not real feminine feature. It
is the rule in Arabic grammar that in cases where the gender feature is
metaphorical feminine, the verb may or may not agree with the noun
in gender (Hassan 1981: 76–81). This shows that minimalism’s binary
division of features into interpretable and uninterpretable features is
insufficient. What is required is a third category to designate this type
of feature which will be termed the ‘indeterminate feature’ category.
By ‘indeterminate’, it is meant all those features that may or may
not be checked and which do not cause the derivation to crash even
if they remain unchecked after spell–out. Such a feature should be
incorporated within any configuration set up to account for Shift in
gender in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn.
To sum up, several conclusions can be drawn from the above section.
First, Shift in gender like Shift in number is neither a case of ‘partial
agreement’, nor ‘zero’ nor ‘default agreement’. It is a complex process
of ‘semantic agreement’ in which a number of factors including the
context, the semantic properties of the verb, and the morphology
of the noun come to play a role. Second, full agreement takes place
between the verb and the underlying semantic referent (SR) in Shift
in gender similar to the case of Shift in number. The gender feature
of the underlying semantic referent (SR) is different from that of
the surface syntactic subject (SS) copied to the verb, thus producing
Shift in gender. Third, none of the syntactic approaches to ‘partial
agreement’ can either account for either types of Shift in the Ever–
Glorious QurāĀn. Just as in the case of Shift in number, a syntactic
account of Shift in gender should incorporate the two concepts: of
an underlying semantic referent with its selection restriction feature
(SR (Fn+)), as well as that of an ‘indeterminate phi–feature’, as well.
A complete description of the suggested syntactic framework within
which the two types of Shift in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn take place is
given below.

2.1.3. The Suggested Approach
Based on the above, an approach referred to as a ‘neo–Minimalist’
account that captures the nature of Shift as a type of full ‘semantic
agreement’ between the underlying semantic referents (SR) and the
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verb with their selection restriction features, that is, SR(Fn+) and
SR(Fv–) respectively – which takes place twice in the following order:
first prior to PF at the contextual level, and second after spell out at
LF, and which is determined by context, the semantic properties of the
verb, and the morphology of the noun, is suggested below:

(1) In the SV order, the subject – be it a coordinate noun phrase or a
single noun phrase referred to as the surface syntactic subject (SS)
with its selection restriction (SSFn–) and phi–features – comes
to the derivation with an underlying semantic referent with its
unique selection restriction and phi–features (SRFn+);
(2) The verb comes to the derivation with an unvalued selection
restriction feature (SRFv–) that has to be checked by either the
selection restriction feature of the surface syntactic subject (SSFn–)
or that of the underlying semantic referent (SRFn+);
(3) When the context is established it plays different roles. If it
involves no underlying meaning, then the underlying semantic
referent (SR) and the surface syntactic subject (SS) are one and
the same referent, thus licensing syntactic agreement as in some
cases of SV order (e.g.when S is a ConjDP) and in the case of
man with the verb immediately adjacent to it. In the former, the
context causes the two conjunct noun phrases of the DP to coalesce
into one unit that c–commands the verb falling within its locality
area. Once in a Spec-Head configuration, agreement which is a
morphosyntactic process obtains between the verb and the DP as
a single masculine noun/noun phrase NP. In the latter case, man
and the first adjacent verb are in a Spec-Head configuration, thus
licensing syntactic agreement. In this type of agreement, the phi–
features of the surface syntactic subject (SS) which in the former
is the DP and in the second case man are copied onto the verb as
follows:
Agree
N a,b ––––––––––––Agree–––––––––––––––– V a,b

Where a,b stand for the noun’s phi–features of number and
gender which are then copied to the verb within the morpho–
syntactic process of agreement.
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(4) In other cases, the context narrows the meaning of the verb limiting
its scope so that it becomes compatible with only one noun of the
ConjDP. It is then attracted – by means of its selection restriction
feature (SRFv– ) – to namely one of the nouns that has a matching
selection restriction feature, that is, either (SRFn1+ ) or (SRFn2+ )
thus licensing agreement with this particular noun only.

(5) In other cases, the context shows an additional meaning thus
activating the underlying semantic referent (SR) of the surface
syntactic subject (SS), rendering its selection restriction feature
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(SRFn+) compatible with that of the verb, and allowing it to
check the verb’s unvalued selection restriction feature (SRFv–)
while blocking its agreement with the surface syntactic subject
(SS). The interpretable phi–features of the semantic referent (SR)
are copied onto the verb before it rises to PF. Note, that the phi–
features of the underlying semantic referent are different from
those of the surface syntactic structure (SS) thus producing Shift
in number and gender. This may be diagrammed as follows:

(6) One theoretical problem however, remains. This centers around
how do the unchecked phi–features of the surface syntactic subject
(SS) remain visible after spell–out without causing the derivation
to crash, while the checked features of the underlying semantic
referent (SR) are rendered invisible after spell–out? A two–folded
solution to this problem is provided. First, it is hypothesized
that the semantic referent (SR) lacks the case feature which is
interpretable at the PF and which allows it to rise to PF. Thus
once it checks the unvalued selection restriction feature of the
verb (SRFv–), it fails to rise to PF. Second, it is hypothesized that
some of the phi–features of the surface syntactic subject (SS) have
been rendered indeterminate by the morphology – e.g. number
in the case of deverbal nouns and gender in the case of figurative
feminine noun – and so would remain visible after spell–out
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without causing the derivation to crash; while its case feature
remains indeterminate and thus allows it to rise to the PF to the
second landing site for agreement at T – where it acquires the
nominative case. This may be diagrammed as follows:

Conclusion
The present paper is a linguistic study of two types of Shift– namely
Shift in number and Shift in gender – in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn.
The purpose is to determine the nature of Shift and arrive at a
syntactic framework that can adequately account for Shiftin QurāĀnic
ayahs. To that end, three hypotheses were made. First, that Shift is
rhetoric and semantic in nature; second, Shift and ‘partial agreement’
are grammatically identical; third, syntactic approaches to ‘partial
agreement’ in Arabic can similarly account for Shift in gender and
number. To investigate the first hypothesis, the introductory part
of the paper surveyed early and modern Arab studies of Shift. The
survey showed two things: first both old and modern studies regarded
Shift as a discipline of semantics and rhethoric – though they differed
in how many types Shift can be subdivided into; second, though it
was a rhetorical phenomenon which involved a shift in grammatical
categories, Shift was not studied within grammar.
To test the second hypothesis of whether Shift is identical to or a type
of ‘partial agreement’, the literature of Arab and non–Arab studies on
‘partial agreement’ in Arabic was surveyed. The survey showed that these
studies fell into three groups. The first group studied al-mućĀbaqah within
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the principle of traditional grammar and looked into its nature and
reasons without providing a syntactic framework to explain how and why
‘partial agreement’ obtains specially in VS order. As such, some studies
distinguished “full” agreement or “regular” agreement (Badawi 2004)
which obtains in SV order where the noun or noun phrase subject copies
its gender and number features to the verb; and ‘partial agreement’
which obtains in VS order where the verb fails to agree with the subject
either in number only or in both gender and number. Accordingly,
they identified two types of ‘partial agreement’: ‘partial agreement’ in
gender and ‘partial agreement ‘in number. They then outlined several
grammatical, syntactic and semantic reasons to account for ‘partial
agreement’ in gender and number (Hassan 1981; al-RĀjhi 1988). Other
studies resorted to pragmatics to explain the phenomenon of ‘partial
agreement’ in number and gender (Holes: 1995; Brustad 2000).
Another two studies set up “processing problem” (Mahfoudhi 2002) and
“topicalization” (Abdel Hafiz: 2005) to explain ‘partial agreement’ in
number. The studies had enumerated semantic and pragmatic factors
that contribute to ‘partial agreement’, though none provided a syntactic
configuration to explain how and why it obtains.
The second group of studies included studies that looked into
agreement within Minimalism. Minimalist studies were shown to vary
and were subdivided on the basis of the point of derivation at which
agreement takes place and within which structural configuration
agreement obtains. The first subgroup, early minimalist studies
looked at agreement as taking place within government. A study by
Harbert&Wayne (1992) argued that the gender feature was associated
with the bottom layer of the projection while number is associated
with the higher level of the projection so when the verb looks down,
it only finds the gender feature resulting in ‘partial agreement’ in VS
order. Two studies treated ‘partial agreement’ as an incorporation
of a null pronominal element (Mohammad 1989) and (Fassi: 1993).
The driving idea behind these two accounts is that a null–PF pronoun
exists in [Spec,TP] position in Arabic VS clauses triggering a default
third person masculine singular agreement in expletive clauses, as
well as the default singular agreement in regular VS clauses. Denying
the principle of first conjunct agreement whereby the verb agrees
with one noun only of the two coordinate nouns, Aoun et al (1994)
argue against agreement within government and instead advance the
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idea of agreement within a Spec-Head configuration. Another two
studies also used first conjunct agreement to argue against agreement
within a Spec-Head (Munn 1999) and Soltan (2004). Soltan’s (2004)
configuration of agreement is based on the principle of ‘a pro–
identification requirement’ wherein a null pronoun is base–generated
in subject position whose full phi–features must be required, thus
resulting in ‘rich agreement’ in SV order. While the absence of such
a pronoun in VS order gives no reason for the fulfillment of its phi–
features and thus results in ‘weak agreement’
The second subgroup looked at agreement as obtaining at the PF
level. First, Benmamoun (2000) argues for a process of PF–merger
between the subject and verb in VS clauses which renders the
spelling–out of the number feature on the verb redundant. Ackema
and Neeleman (2003)’s analysis on the other hand proceeds from a
realization that prosodic word construction in Arabic matrix clauses
produces a different constituency based on whether the clause is SV or
VS ordered. In SV locuses, the verb is not contained within the same
intonational phrase as the verb thus licensing strong or full agreement;
whereas the opposite obtains in VS order thus licensing ‘weak’ or
‘partial agreement’. Though the above mentioned studies differed
in their syntactic approach to agreement, they all have two things in
common. First, they are not without their theoretical problems, and
where they account for some cases of ‘partial agreement’, they fail to
account for all cases of ‘partial agreement’ in Arabic data. Second,
they outline two factors that lie behind ‘partial agreement’ namely:
adjacency and word order.
The third group of studies adopted a semantic approach to agreement
in Arabic. Three analyses stand out in the literature: Barlow (1999),
Kim (2003) and al–SĀmarrĀāą (2005). Instead of feature copying – as
in government–binding – or feature checking – as in new minimalism,
Barlow (1999) advances the notion of ‘feature compatibility’ between
discourse referent; while Kim (2003) adopts the notion of ‘semantic
index–value’ to account for ‘partial agreement’ in Arabic. Finally, al–
SĀmarrĀāą (2005) provides an extensive study on the semantic aspects
of al-mućĀbaqah and Ăadam al-mućĀbaqh. in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn.
However, none of these accounts provide an adequate syntactic account
to investigate Shift in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn.
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Having shown that no previous studies has attempted to study Shift
grammatically, the second part of the paper then proceeded to test the
second and third hypotheses made in the paper regarding the nature
of Shift in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn and the choice of the syntactic
account that can adequately describe it. The second part was further
subdivided into two sections. The first looked into Shift in number
in SV order and the second investigated Shift in gender in VS order.
The first looked into two subtypes of Shift in number. To determine
whether Shift in number is a case of ‘default agreement’, the semantic
and morphological factors that contribute to it, and which syntactic
account can adequately account for this type of Shift, the first subsection
looked at the first type of Shift in number where the preverbal noun
phrase is a coordinate or single noun phrase.
The second subsection looked at another type of Shift in number as
displayed by the two verbs of ism mawĆĈl (relative pronoun) man who–
that, where the adjacent verb shows agreement in number and gender
with man, while the remote verb shows two cases of Shift in number
and gender: one from the singular masculine to the plural masculine
in subsection A, and the second from the singular masculine to the
singular feminine singular masculine.
The examination of the QurāĀnic ayahs in these two sections
showed that the syntactic configuration of Spec–Head within which
full SV agreement takes place does not cover the other cases of Shift
in number where the preverbal subject is a Conjunct DP. It proved
that the Arab grammarians’ rule that when a Conjunct DP precedes
the verb, the verb agrees with one of the two coordinate nouns is
sound thus confirming Munn’s (1999) argument of first conjunct
agreement. It also proved that this type of Shift in number is different
from ‘default’ or ‘zero agreement. Instead, Shift in number proved to
be a type of full ‘semantic agreement’ in which either the semantic
properties of the verb determine which of the two coordinate nouns it
agrees with; or that both coalesce into one unit acting as if they were
syntactically singular; or the verb was agreeing with an underlying
‘semantic referent’ produced by the context which renders its selection
restriction feature (SRFn+) compatible to that of the verb (SRFv–).
In this case, agreement is a morpho–syntactic process wherein the
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underlying semantic referent’s number feature is copied onto the
verb. Since the underlying semantic referent’s number feature is
different from that of the surface syntactic subject (SS), the process
results in Shift in number. In cases where the preceding subject was
a single noun phrase, it was found that though the subject and verb
were adjacent, full agreement did not take place. The prediction is
that Shift in number is not determined by the syntactic factors of
adjacency or word order. This in turn is an indication that current
minimalist approaches fail to capture all aspects of Shift in number
and thus cannot account for it. A suggested neo–Minimalist account
based on the unique nature of Shift in number, and that incorporates
the contextual level at which ‘semantic agreement’ takes place and the
selection restriction features of both the underlying semantic referent
(SRFn+) and the verb (SRFv–) is hypothesized.
The last subsection looked at the last type of Shift which is Shift in
gender. Its data consisted of a group of QurāĀnic ayahs demonstrating
a shift in gender between the verb preceding the noun and the subject
noun/noun phrase. The data refuted all syntactic accounts which
assumed that verb–subject agreement in gender obtained even in VS
order. It also called for a reconsideration of the notion of interpretable
and uninterpretable features. For the binary division of features was not
sufficient to account for all types of features. In addition to these two
categories it set up a third category referred to as the ‘indeterminate
feature’ category to include gender or number feature that may remain
visible after spell–out but do not cause the derivation to crash. The
section corroborated the assumption hypothesized in the previous
sections regarding the role played by semantic properties of the verb,
the morphology of the noun phrase, and the context in producing
Shift in gender. Thus showing Shift in number and gender to be similar
in their nature. It also proved that like Shift in number, Shift in gender
was neither determined by word order nor by adjacency. Consequently
neither pragmatic accounts (Holes 1995; Brustad 2000), nor syntactic
accounts that advanced that agreement was based on word order
(Mahfoudhi 2002; Abdel Hafiz 2005), nor accounts based on merging
(Benmamoun 2000, Ackema & Neeleman 2003) adequately accounted
for this type of Shift in number. It finally shed light on the nature of
Shift. Instead of being a case of ‘partial agreement’, Shift in gender was
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a case of ‘full semantic agreement’ between the underlying semantic
referent (SR) and the verb onto which are copied the former’s phi–
features which are different from those of the surface syntactic subject
(SS) thus producing Shift in number and in gender. Shift in gender
involved an intertwining of contextual, semantic and morphological
factors thus confirming al–SĀmarrĀāą’s (2005) and traditional Arab
grammarians’ view of semantics being an important aspect of the two
types of Shift. Finally, the “neo–Minimalist’ account hypothesized to
account for Shift in number proved to be equally viable for accounting
for Shift in gender in the Ever–Glorious QurāĀn.
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